
The Darkness Of Constantopia – Part V



CHARACTER ANALYSIS

Part 5 Additional Characters

25) J-Wing The Watcher has been observing the world for over five hundred years. He and his kin are protectors of Earth, keepers
of peace and justice in the entire Universe. He is very powerful; can fly, and shoot lasers from his hands. He is only the same height as an average 
human but has an eight foot wingspan and indestructible green skin. J-Wing has long blue hair and carries with him all kinds of weapons. He has a strict 
moral code and only sees justice in black and white.

26) Della Dark Dr Dark's mother, came to Earth at the same time as Papa G over five hundred years ago. She was elegant and 
stunningly beautiful. Della was all powerful, and could control life and death, light and dark. Papa G loved her and would have done anything for her. She 
tragically died many years ago but her life and existence is extremely important to many who still live in Constantopia.

Episode 1: ‘THE DARKNESS OF CONSTANTOPIA (part 5)'
Scene Breakdown & Scripture

Scene 1 Outside The Palace

(Captain Constant (who is carrying a screaming Professor Emily Fox), Commissioner Deeming and Lady Grey are running away from the Palace. The 
Commissioner looks back fearfully to see hundreds of Hooded Monks in pursuit firing at them. He is struck still with terror as bullets fly past his head, 
however he is brought back to reality by a clubbing blow delivered by Lady Grey as she looks menacingly at him. He is suddenly more afraid of the wrath 
of Lady Grey than one hundred Hooded Monks so starts running again. Emily Fox struggles to free herself but Captain Constant holds her firmly as she 
punches and kicks at him)

Prof. E Fox Take me back Constant, I won't leave G alone! 
Cptn Constant I'm sorry it’s too late Fox it was what he wanted, he made me promise 
C. Deeming Can we argue about this some other time? I don't want to get shot . . . 
Prof. E Fox . . . Stop whining Deeming! This wouldn't have happened at all if you'd kept your mouth shut about that hand! I'm gonna 
kill you!!!!!!!!!!!
Lady Grey Join the queue Fox, I promise I'll avenge G's death if it’s the last thing . . . 
Prof. E Fox . . . Oh my god, what the hell is that?!!!

(Professor Emily Fox points as a green ‘being’ with huge wings appears in the sky. It glides down to Earth skimming Captain Constant's head. It is 
shooting lasers from its hands and kills all of their pursuers instantly, it lands on the steps of the palace and walks in) 

Cptn Constant That must be The Watcher. G was right - he said he'd come 
C. Deeming Come for what?
Cptn Constant To stop Dr Dark and save our planet 
Lady Grey Well he better stay out of my way sugar, this girl wants some revenge 
Cptn Constant I'm sure you'll get your chance, now let's get back to the club and re-organise ourselves. . .

Scene 2 The Palace

(The green 'being' strides into the Palace knocking all that oppose him to the floor. Dr Dark, Reverend Cross and Sister Anastasia look on in amazement 
at the 'beings' bright green muscular body and long blue hair. His big blue eyes look around the room intensely and finally settle on a baffled Dr Dark)

J-Wing Dr Dark, I have spent so many years watching you, your plots, your schemes, your evil. It’s time for it all to . . . stop 
Dr Dark Well hello there, that's an impressive wing span you have but your threats don't frighten me boy 
J-Wing Rest assured Dark I do not deal in threats only justice and you have broken many galactic laws. You will be taken to the mother 
ship and stand trial for your crimes 
Dr Dark I will do no such thing, you can't just come in here unannounced! Who are you boy?
J-Wing I am J-Wing, crowned prince of the Watchers sent here to observe and protect this World from evil and destruction. You will come
with me peacefully or I will take you by force 
Dr Dark That's all very interesting. But what galactic law have I actually broken?
J-Wing You have reignited an ancient war and hold control over a civilisation in which you do not belong 
Dr Dark Well as you can see I've just destroyed one of this World's greatest warriors, he lays there before you. I can make some time for 
you too boy . . . 



J-Wing . . . I am no boy; I've been watching this World for longer than you've been alive. Papa G was my friend and his death has brought 
me here to deal with you. You have four of your Earth days to decide your fate, I will be back then and you will come with me dead or alive 

(Dr Dark is lost for words. J-Wing turns and picks up Papa G's pale lifeless body spreads his wings and flies out of the palace)

Scene 3 Lady Grey's Club

(Captain Constant, Lady Grey, Professor Emily Fox and Commissioner Deeming burst in to find all the tables up turned and a row of guns pointing at 
them. AJ's head pops up from behind her wall, she is all ready for war with all sorts of guns and knives strapped to her body. They all lift their hands 
above their heads in submission) 

AJ Who goes there?
Lady Grey It’s us honey, for God’s sake don't shoot 
AJ How did it go - is Dr Dark dead?
Cptn Constant No AJ, Dr Dark lives . . . 
Prof. E Fox  . . . And G is dead
AJ G is dead. . ? How did that happen?! I thought the old fella was 'unkillable'? 
Lady Grey No-one’s 'unkillable' sugar, as Deeming here is about to find out 

(Lady Grey pounces at Commissioner Deeming but Captain Constant raises his shield and deflects her attack) 

Prof. E Fox Stay out of this Constant, it’s his fault G is dead, we all know it!
Lady Grey You can't protect him forever 
Cptn Constant It’s not Deeming's fault! G knew he was going to die. He had no idea that Dark already knew about the hand as he 
planned to use that knowledge to get Fox released 
Prof. E Fox So he always knew . . . he was going to die?
Cptn Constant Yes Fox, I'm so sorry. He sacrificed himself so we could all live and fight another day 
Lady Grey But what use is that old bag of wind?
C. Deeming I don't know, but I have to do something to repay you all for saving me 
Prof. E Fox First thing you can do is get the hell out of my sight you coward 
Cptn Constant You have to let it go Fox, there'll be a time to grieve but right now we're at war. We've got to stick together 
AJ Hell honey, it sucks what happened to your old man but the Captain's right. We gotta be as one 
Lady Grey Ok, for now you're safe. But this is only a reprieve 
Prof. E Fox You will regret the day you stabbed my G in the back 
C. Deeming I promise you I'm full of regret and guilt, I wish I had hope for a better . . . Its here . . . 

(Suddenly the intimidating figure of J-Wing appears in the doorway carrying the lifeless body of Papa G over his shoulder)

Scene 4 Outside The Palace

(An irate Dr Dark speaks to a waiting crowd of Constantopians who are eager to discover the identity of the 'green winged man'. The crowd whispers as 
Dr Dark's anger grows, he points his finger at the huge gates behind him, they instantly explode. He now has his audiences attention as a hush falls over 
the masses) 

Dr Dark This will be short and to the point. I am your King and some people or beings wish to destroy me, you must be my eyes. 
People, tell me if you see anything strange, report to me any peculiar goings on. You will be rewarded greatly for any help you give me in the capture of 
Captain Constant, Lady Grey or this new flying upstart who broke into my palace to threaten me. I want them found and destroyed, help me or I will take 
my anger out on you, the people! The very people who your beloved Captain Constant says he is trying to save! You have been warned. . . 

Scene 5 Lady Grey's Club

(J-Wing puts Papa G's pale lifeless body on a table then turns to address the remaining alliance who stand transfixed on the stranger with their mouths 
wide open. J-Wing walks towards the deeply confused onlookers with a blank expression, Captain Constant steps forward ready to defend his allies ) 

J-Wing You must keep his body safe, I will be back for him soon and then he will have to come with me! He was a good man at 
heart and I know you all loved him in your own special way. Lady Grey, to you he was like a mentor, father, friend and soul mate all mixed into one. Fox, 
you totally changed him and he you. You now feel stronger and more confident knowing that he loved you. Constant you respected his power and knew he
always would be there even if he did make it hard for you from time to . . . 



Lady Grey . . . Enough of this! You appear to know us all so well yet we have no idea who you are!
Cptn Constant I know you are the Watcher. G spoke of you, but what are you and why are you here?
J-Wing My apologies I mean you no harm or offence. I am J-Wing I am not from your World, I am a Watcher. We Watchers are a
race that travel the Universe protecting planets and civilisations from great evil and destruction. We keep the law and uphold justice throughout the 
entire universe 
AJ So aliens do exist 
J-Wing Of course AJ, aliens walk among you every day. Some are normal no more powerful than an average human but some 
like G are very powerful and dangerous
Prof. E Fox G was an alien?
J-Wing Yes and I was sent here to watch over him to make sure he didn't destroy your World as his ancestors had helped 
destroy their own 
Prof. E Fox What can you tell me about G's past? If you've been Watching us for so long, prove it
J-Wing Ok, but it’s a very long story and it begins over a thousand years ago . . .  

Scene 6 Whipps Corps

(Reverend Cross and Sister Anastasia arrive to see that the building has been stripped of all weapons and equipment. Hooded Monks rip open doors and 
tear down walls as they search for their enemies or any clues to their whereabouts. The pair stand in the storage area looking at the empty racks 
where many weapons had previously been stored. Ammunition shells and smaller weapons lay on the floor in a messy pile as both the Reverend and 
Sister Anastasia shake their heads in annoyance) 

Rev Cross  Dr Dark wants us to report back any findings or anything unusual 
Sis Anastasia This seems quite different to the last time we were here 
Rev Cross  It does indeed, it’s so empty 
Sis Anastasia Fox has relocated; she's taken all her equipment and created her lab elsewhere 
Rev Cross  I think you're right and look over there, the weapons section has been emptied too 
Sis Anastasia They are preparing for war, we must be on full alert 
Rev Cross  Indeed. Let's get back and warn the Master

Scene 7 Lady Grey's Club

(J-Wing is walking purposefully backwards and forwards as he continues his story. Captain Constant, Commissioner Deeming, Lady Grey and Professor 
Emily Fox listen with great interest, their eyes gleam as they sit on the edges of their chairs. AJ however is less concerned with the tale and she stands 
alone by the bar drinking and playing darts)

J-Wing I was a young boy when we were first sent to the planet Maharg. It was a terrifying place, it had such energy and 
power exerting from its surface. Half the World was controlled by the Fire Lords: the King of Fire and his seven sons, they were warlords with great 
power. The other half was covered in shadows and darkness. It was ruled by a Queen who longed to control the whole of Maharg. They fought a war of 
such magnitude the surface of the planet could not withstand their force. The Watchers demanded peace but our warnings fell on deaf ears so we 
abandoned Maharg moments before it was destroyed. All of the beings that inhabited the planet were engulfed in that great explosion except two. Both 
rulers foresaw the end for their people and in a desperate attempt for their kind to live on the King of Fire sent a pod into space carrying his seventh 
son. However the Queen of Darkness sent her only daughter in a pod of her own. My mission was to follow these pods and watch over these two beings 
wherever they landed and make sure peace prevailed . . . 

Scene 8 The Palace

(Reverend Cross and Sister Anastasia return to inform Dr Dark of their findings. They arrive to find Dr Dark torturing a former employee of Whipps 
Corps. He puts his hand on the petrified man's head who begs for his life. Dr Dark is raging and in no mood for forgiveness, he squeezes the man's head 
until it explodes and his body crumples to the floor. Hooded Monks clean up the mess as Reverend Cross apprehensively approaches his master, Sister 
Anastasia follows admiring Dr Dark's work) 

Dr Dark So you have returned, what news from Whipps Corps? 
Rev Cross  The outlaws have been there, the place has been stripped 
Dr Dark So Fox has the means to carry on her experiments. They plan to find the hand first and use its power against me 
Sis Anastasia Even without the hand we are still too powerful. Now I've killed their leader and proved him to be the weak, coward I 
always knew he . . . 
Dr Dark . . . Silence, never speak of him in that way again. G had his flaws he loved the humans too much but he was also a 
great warrior and helped me achieve things you could never comprehend. Respect him Anastasia, I insist on it 
Rev Cross  Well that may be my Master but he is gone and we must deal with his friends 



Dr Dark And deal with them we will. Reverend, you will take as many guards as you need and you will find me that hand
Sis Anastasia And me?
Dr Dark You will draw out that sister of yours and send her to join my old friend. . .

Scene 9 Lady Grey's Club

(Professor Emily Fox stands up looking puzzled and cautiously approaches J-Wing. The others are still totally engrossed in J-Wing's story, except AJ who
now sits on the floor painting her nails)

Prof. E Fox So the Princess of Darkness landed here too? What happened to her?
J-Wing Good question Miss Fox and I'll answer that in time. The Princess was called Della Dark and of course the Prince was 
your beloved G; they landed on Earth over five hundred years ago in Eastern Europe. They grew up together and actually formed a close friendship, 
brought closer by the hatred of the town they lived in. Della persuaded G that they should use their powers to protect the towns people from the demons
that killed and tortured them. G agreed and soon the townsfolk loved them until G was bitten by a werewolf. He was close to death but Della nursed him 
back to health. Sadly The Flaming Wolf was feared more than any other demon so the couple were banished. They were never accepted in any town, but 
with all the rejection they became inseparable. Love was growing! It was at this point I met them for the first time and warned them I was watching and 
at the first sight of trouble I would swarm down upon them and end their lives. Della grew older and impatient; she loved G but longed for the 
companionship that G knew he could never give her. He loved her so much that he left her to find love with another man who could give her all she 
desired. G travelled, fought in many wars, he was a formidable weapon! Della found a home here with a man named Isaac; they were married and had a 
son. Della was happy, but her son was evil. He resented everything, especially the fact she had more power and could stop all his evil schemes. He 
blamed his father's weakness and killed Isaac in cold blood then vanished leaving his mother a letter saying he'd be back to kill her after he'd made the 
mortals pay! Della was scared; she loved her son and feared what I would do to him so she called for G. I came down for the last time and we discussed 
the situation. G would have done anything for Della and promised that he would control her wayward son, so he went off and found Dr Dark and I think 
you know the rest. I kept watch just in case G failed and humanity was in danger 

Prof. E Fox This is all too much, it’s like I didn't even know him

(Professor Emily Fox rushes outside in floods of tears closely followed by Captain Constant)

J-Wing  I must go now and keep watch over Dr Dark. Keep G's body safe I will be back for it soon

(J-Wing turns and leaves as Lady Grey walks over to Papa G's body and kisses her gloved fingers then places them on his cold light blue lips )   

Scene 10 Outside Lady Grey's Club

(Captain Constant rushes out to see a distraught Professor Emily Fox who throws her arms around him. He puts his arms around her and strokes her 
long brown hair)

Cptn Constant I'm so sorry Fox, this must be a huge shock for you 
Prof. E Fox It’s like it’s all been a lie, my own son is half alien 
Cptn Constant It’s not that much of a shock, you knew G's powers were not human 
Prof. E Fox But he loved someone else before me, what if I was a consolation prize?
Cptn Constant I doubt that, he loved you, everyone could see it. I was waiting for the right time to give you this, but I don't think 
there'll be a right . . .
Prof. E Fox . . . What are you mumbling about now Constant?
Cptn Constant Before he died G gave me this letter, I promised I'd give it to you when we were safe. Take it Fox – I hope in some small 
way it helps you find a little comfort 
Prof. E Fox Thank you Constant 

(Captain Constant wipes a tear from his cheek. He reaches inside his jacket and pulls out a brown envelope then passes the letter to Professor Emily 
Fox. She composes herself and takes the letter, Captain Constant nods his head and strokes her arm then walks back into the club)

Episode 2: ‘THE DARKNESS OF CONSTANTOPIA (part 5)'
Scene Breakdown & Scripture

Scene 1  Roof Garden Above Lady Grey's Club



(Lady Grey sits on the floor staring up at the dark clouds floating by overhead. She is full of sorrow and rage, she takes a deep breath and closes her 
eyes in an attempt to contact her mother) 

Lady Grey I can't believe G's gone. I feel so lost and so angry, I just feel so alone 
Lady White Why do you feel alone my sweet? I'm here and you've got all your friends downstairs 
Lady Grey They're not my friends, to tell the truth I don't like most of them and most of them don't like me 
Lady White That's not true - Fox loves you in her own little way and AJ looks up to you 
Lady Grey It’s not the same as having you or G. I've got to deal with this on my own now and I'm not sure I can do it 
Lady White You can do anything my love, G believed in you. So much so that he gave his life because he thought you could achieve 
what he could not 
Lady Grey What does that mean?
Lady White He loved you my dear with all his heart, leaving you alone and leaving you this burden was the hardest decision he's 
ever made 
Lady Grey What burden?
Lady White Your father’s hand, G buried it in my grave before he died and told me to tell you it is your responsibility to keep it 
away from Dr Dark 
Lady Grey We'll leave it buried then, its better no one knows where it is 
Lady White This is true but Dr Dark searches for it and soon he will find it. You have two options either destroy it or give it to Fox 
and let her harness its power to defeat Dr Dark 
Lady Grey I'd take the second option but Deeming and Constant will never go for it 
Lady White It might be the only way to triumph, but the choice is yours my sweet and yours alone 
Lady Grey Is that all he said, just before he died? He just wanted me to do his bidding? Nothing else at all . . . 
Lady White . . . Of course honey, he said to say that he loved you and will be watching over you always. You're now ready to take on
the World and have the power to achieve whatever your heart desires. He'll miss you always and that he has loved every second you've been in his 
life . . .

(Lady Grey sheds a small icy tear) 

Lady Grey Stop now mother, I need to go. I've got a lot to figure out 
Lady White That you do my dear, take your time and I know you'll do the right thing. . .

Scene 2 Clayton Café

(Professor Emily Fox is alone at a table nursing a cup of coffee that has long since gone cold. She is holding the letter Captain Constant gave to her and 
contemplating whether to open it or not. She cannot hide her sadness and even in a busy cafe she can't shake the desperate feeling of loneliness and 
guilt. She is suddenly awoken from her day dream by the cry of a small child, she rips the envelope open, takes out the letter and begins to read) 

Papa G My dearest Fox, I loved you from the very moment I saw you. Words cannot express the pain and heartache I feel 
knowing that I will never see you or H again. Understand I had to do this, it’s no one’s fault, for the first time in my life I'm not being selfish. I can't beat 
Dr Dark, not this time. The Watcher will be victorious and he'd only come if I was dead. This World is more important than me, it’s your World Fox and H's 
home, I need it to survive so you can all live in peace. This is the only way! I'm sorry that I'm not with you now, I wish I was but sometimes we have to do 
things we don't want to do. There is hope for a peaceful and just future, trust in the Watcher and trust in Constant they will triumph. For you now it is 
important you don't lose hope, you must focus, they need you, the World needs you. Spread the message to the people that soon this will all be over and 
there will be nothing more to fear.

(Professor Emily Fox stops crying and her expression changes to one of real determination. She carefully folds the letter puts it into her pocket and 
storms out with great purpose)

Scene 3 The Palace

(Dr Dark's face is on every television set in the World. He is sitting at a desk in the Royal Palace staring venomously into the camera ready to address 
the entire World) 

Dr Dark It has begun, I've sent troops all over the World to colonise all nations. I will rule the whole planet by nightfall and no-
one can stop me. I'd like all the people of Earth to heed my warnings, accept my rule or face certain death. Do not oppose me, I am all powerful! On a 
different matter I'd just like to confirm some rumours to you all, Papa G is dead. He was killed this morning and it saddens me as he was a great man. 
There was a time when we shared a common goal, but he changed, he got weak, he opposed me and he perished. His memory will live on I'm sure and I 
will dedicate all my future success to him. Rest in peace my very old friend. . .



Scene 4 Global News Broadcast

(Dr Dark's face leaves the screen to be replaced by horrific images from around the World of Hooded Monks destroying major cities and brutally 
murdering any who stand in their way. The violence is astounding as people are shown getting shot and decapitated, innocent civilians run for their lives 
terrified by what they've witnessed. Suddenly the images break and go back to a well dressed reporter sitting behind a desk shaking his head in 
disbelief) 

News Reporter Shocking developments around the globe as troops from Dr Dark's ministry ravaged all the major cities on Earth. Small
pockets of resistance have sprung up but they have all been quashed with relative ease. It appears our World is now in the hands of one man, God help 
us all. . . 

Scene 5 Lady Grey's Club

(Captain Constant, Commissioner Deeming, Lady Grey, Professor Emily Fox and AJ rocking H in her arms gather around the body of Papa G. The room is 
dark apart from the gentle glow of candles which have been lit and placed all around his corpse. Their heads are bowed as a mark of respect. They are 
all holding one red rose each as Captain Constant steps forward, puts his left hand on Papa G's cold forehead and places his rose across the dead man's
chest)

Cptn Constant We are all gathered here to remember Papa G, our fallen comrade but above all our friend 
C. Deeming I'd like to start by saying goodbye to a man that at times I hated but by the end respected. He died to save us all and 
for that I'll always be indebted to him 
Cptn Constant I'd like to echo those words and say that he died believing that we could defeat Dr Dark and we must not let he's death 
be in vain, AJ?
AJ I have nothing to say about the old man, I barely knew him! I'm just here for the drink 
Lady Grey Show some respect honey 
AJ Whatever, I guess you loved him then?
Lady Grey You have no idea sugar. G you saved me from certain death, you nurtured me, watched me grow, taught me everything,
made me feel special. You'd always be there to help me whatever I asked, however crazy or dangerous you never asked questions and never let me 
down. I miss you so much, but I'll be strong as I know that's what you want and I will finish what you started, I promise you! Fox, do you want to say a few 
words?
Prof. E Fox Thanks my Lady and thank you all for your kind words. My G was an original, one of a kind! Such kindness and such evil 
mixed into one being made him so exciting to be around and so appealing. I always searched for his approval and I hope in some way he respected who I 
am and what I've achieved. I will always love him, always miss him and always be thankful to him for giving me H and making me the woman I am today 

(Professor Emily Fox cries and AJ puts her left arm around her in an attempt to comfort her) 

Cptn Constant Thank you all, touching words! Please God see it in your heart to judge him as the good soul he became not the devil he 
once was. Rest in peace old friend

(Captain Constant salutes at his fallen friend and walks away, AJ follows still carrying H. Commissioner Deeming steps forward placing his rose next to 
Captain Constant's, tears fall from his eyes as he mouth's the word 'sorry'. He turns to see Lady Grey and Professor Emily Fox staring at him, he panics 
and rushes to catch up with Captain Constant. Lady Grey and Professor Emily Fox approach Papa G's body and stand either side of him. They 
simultaneously place their roses across his chest then kiss his cold lifeless cheeks. The two ladies look at each other sorrowfully then share a small 
smile of acceptance, they hold hands and leave Papa G's body alone in the darkness)

Scene 6 The Palace

(Reverend Cross and Sister Anastasia stand looking jovial and extremely pleased with themselves. However Dr Dark still does not look happy, Reverend 
Cross walks over to his master with a puzzled expression on his face. Dr Dark sighs and shakes his head in disappointment) 

Rev Cross It’s all going to plan my Lord, the World is ours!
Dr Dark Indeed your clones have achieved everything you said they would Reverend yet still you have not found me that 
hand . . . 
Rev Cross The search continues Master, we will not leave one stone unturned, I will find the hand 
Sis Anastasia But what will happen to me once you've found the hand?
Dr Dark What do you mean? Nothing will happen to you 
Sis Anastasia I’m not a fool - you won't need me any more You will be all powerful and I will be an inconvenience to you 
Dr Dark You have played such a pivotal role in all of this, you will be rewarded, not disposed of 
Sis Anastasia We shall see my Lord 



Rev Cross I've heard news of a demonstration being planned in the city centre 
Dr Dark Well go put an end to it Reverend, take some troops and punish the ring leaders 
Rev Cross It shall be done. I will bring the culprits to you personally my Lord. . . 

Scene 7 Basement Laboratory under Lady Grey's Club 

(Professor Emily Fox is busy setting up her laboratory in the dark damp basement. She rushes from machine to machine checking the wiring and testing 
its efficiency. Lady Grey stands in the corner watching Emily Fox frantically working. She looks very thoughtful and is deeply concerned about the mental
state of the Professor. Lady Grey puts her hand to her mouth and coughs gently which gets Emily Fox's attention. She turns round in annoyance at being 
disturbed but her glare softens at the sight of Lady Grey smiling calmly in the corner)

Lady Grey How are you doing honey?
Prof. E Fox Not bad my Lady, better after reading his letter 
Lady Grey I'm pleased I've got you alone, I've got something I need to talk to you about 
Prof. E Fox Intriguing, you need my help?
Lady Grey As surprising as it sounds Fox you're the closest thing I've got to a friend right now, so yes I need your help 
Prof. E Fox Ok I'm listening 
Lady Grey I know where the hand is and I'm going to retrieve it. G told me that maybe you could harness its power and that maybe
we could use that to defeat Dr Dark once and for all 
Prof. E Fox Well in theory I could my Lady, but I know for a fact Deeming and Constant won't agree to us using it as a . . . 
Lady Grey . . .  To be honest my sweet I don't give a rats what those two cowards think. We're running the show now Fox, and they 
can go with it or get the hell out of our way
Prof. E Fox I like that, I'm dying to get to work on that hand my Lady - bring it to me and I'll see what I can do 
Lady Grey I knew you wouldn't let me down 
Prof. E Fox I never do. G's letter also gave me an idea of how we can utilise Deeming too. Let's go show the others who’s in charge 
here. . . 

Scene 8 Lady Grey's Club

(Lady Grey and Professor Emily Fox purposefully burst into the main room with the look of determination in their eyes. Captain Constant, Commissioner 
Deeming and AJ are sitting around a table looking frustrated and at a loss. Captain Constant looks round angrily at the two ladies as Commissioner 
Deeming nervously scratches his head. AJ stands and fetches two more chairs and encourages the ladies to join them. Lady Grey and Emily Fox sit while
AJ perches on the edge of the table, Captain Constant takes a deep breath and calms his anger) 

Cptn Constant Nice of you to join us ladies, we're trying to formulate a plan 
C. Deeming Any ideas?
Prof. E Fox As a matter of a fact yes
Lady Grey I am going to leave now and collect Lord Black's hand from G's hiding place. Then I'm gonna bring it back and Fox is 
going to extract its power to help us defeat Dr Dark 
Cptn Constant No!!!
C. Deeming How do you know you can control its power Fox?
Prof. E Fox I will conduct experiments in an enclosed secure location so only myself and my assistant will be in any danger 
Cptn Constant So there's a risk you'll be killed!
Prof. E Fox Every experiment I do has an element of risk to it Constant. All great scientific discoveries involve delving into the 
unknown 
AJ We wouldn't get anywhere without an educated gamble now and again 
Prof. E Fox Pleased to have your support AJ 
Lady Grey Anyway Constant, you're not our leader 
C. Deeming Let's put it to the vote. All those against using the hands power as a weapon raise your hand 

(Only Commissioner Deeming and Captain Constant raise their hands) 

Prof. E Fox And all those in favour . . ?  

(Lady Grey and Professor Emily Fox quickly throw their hands in the air and stare at AJ who looks apologetically at Captain Constant whilst slowly 
raising hers) 

Lady Grey Three votes to two boys - looks like the ladies are victorious again 
Cptn Constant I think it’s a mistake but I'm happy to go with the majority 



C. Deeming So who will assist you Fox?
AJ I'd like to volunteer Fox, please put me to use. I want to learn from you 
Prof. E Fox You'll have to follow my every order to the letter. I'm sure you'll be perfect AJ let's get to work 
Lady Grey So that's decided I'll be back as quickly as I can 

(Lady Grey stands and winks at Professor Emily Fox then leaves in a hurry) 

Cptn Constant I hear that there's to be a protest soon in the city centre 
C. Deeming I've heard the rumours too, it’s going to be a blood bath. Dr Dark won't stand for that 
AJ But the people need to do something, they aren't just gonna roll over and let him win 
C. Deeming They need guidance, they need to know we're fighting for them, they need hope 
Prof. E Fox That's right Deeming they do and you will be that Voice for the People. I have built a broadcast room next to my 
laboratory and every day you will deliver a messages of hope and peace to the people of Constantopia. Make them realise they are not alone and that we 
will win this city back for them 
C. Deeming I like that, I can do that! I will start tonight and I will show the people they have nothing to fear. . .

Scene 9 Constantopia City Centre

(Crowds protest, waving banners and shouting abuse at the advancing Hooded Monks who are approaching with great speed and intent. A young man 
with short brown hair and a dark brown beard steps out from the crowd and stands to confront the Hooded Monks. A Monk stands in front of the brave 
protester with a gun in his hand, the man does not back down) 

Hooded Monk Go back to your houses now or face being punished severely 
Protester No way, this dictatorship is wrong, we deserve to choose! We have the right to vote and we'll fight for our rights and 
die for our freedom!
Hooded Monk Fools, then death you shall receive
Protester Don't be afraid, stand your ground we can't keep running!

(The Hooded Monks open fire on the crowds, some protesters advance but are gunned down in the street. A few try to carry on fighting but the majority 
flee, the one lone protester stands surrounded by an army of Hooded Monks. He shows no fear as a Monk kicks him to the floor and stands over him) 

Hooded Monk You are a brave man and you fight with courage. But why not accept the inevitable? You humans are cowardly and you 
are weak
Protester You are wrong and we shall defeat you in the end. Now kill me and secure my martyrdom 
Hooded Monk Not for now! My Master and the Reverend would like to speak with you first. Come with me

(The Hooded Monks aggressively drag the man through the streets as he shouts abuse and desperately fights for his freedom)

Scene 10 Lady White's Grave

(Lady Grey stands over her mother’s grave, a tear tumbles down her face and freezes) 

Lady Grey I hate this place, it reminds me that you're actually gone! Is there nowhere I can feel any kind of peace. Even at my own
club I can still feel G's presence, which is nice in a way I guess. It reminds me of what I need to do! My father killed my mother and my sister killed my 
soul mate! All my rage, all my hate will be taken out on my sister, I will make her suffer for her crimes and for my fathers and only then will I be at 
peace. 

(Lady Grey kneels down and digs slowly into her mother’s grave, it doesn't take long before she manages to pull out a green bag. She checks inside, 
smiles and rushes out of the grave yard)

Episode 3: ‘THE DARKNESS OF CONSTANTOPIA (part 5)'
Scene Breakdown & Scripture

Scene 1 The Broadcast Room

(Professor Emily Fox and AJ are wearing head phones, they sit behind a window pressing buttons and talking to one another. Commissioner Deeming sits
nervously in a chair in front of a microphone watching the two ladies waiting for a signal. He looks through his script for the tenth time then Emily Fox 
looks straight into his eyes and nods her head. He is sweating profusely as he leans forward and clears his throat) 



C. Deeming People of Constantopia I am Marcus Deeming, I was until recently in charge of law and order in this great city, I was 
your Commissioner. I had a dream, a passion that I still hold dear! My ambition is peace, a world without fear and without a dictatorship. I've seen first-
hand and witnessed your heroic demonstration last night, it is clear we all want the same thing. We must be patient for now, the glory days will return, 
you are the true rulers of this city. Democracy will return, I promise you have not been abandoned. I sit here with Captain Constant at my side and we 
will not fail you. We will fight for your freedom until our last dying breath and we will win, good will prevail. Truth and justice will be done, but until then 
people of Constantopia, stay safe, for now let us fight this fight. Your time will come and together in the future we'll achieve great things . . .

Scene 2 Constantopia City Centre

(Sister Anastasia stands on a podium and speaks to the restless crowd. She looks down upon the people with disdain as if she is disgusted by their 
existence. Among the angry masses Lady Grey watches on with great interest)

Sis Anastasia I demand silence, I am your Queen, all powerful and you will listen to my every word. Your little protest has just made 
things worse for yourselves. We gave you the chance to follow us willingly yet you still insist on this futile resistance. Any gathering of large crowds 
except if requested by your King is now illegal. When I have finished you will go back to your little homes and thank your pathetic God that I've spared 
your unimportant lives. You're ungrateful, we've given you promises of financial rewards, jobs and safer streets yet you still complain. No one dares 
threaten our shores, I have killed the notorious enemy of this city Papa G and will hunt down and murder his little Lady too. My pathetic excuse for a 
sister, the runt of the litter, my father’s shame! I will finish what he started and rid the World of her foul stench as I did her beloved Papa G. I will be 
patrolling the streets myself, searching for Lady Grey, any who assist me in finding her will be rewarded. If you can hear me sister come and find me, I 
won't be hard to spot. But I doubt you have the courage, you'll die a coward’s death like your pathetic fiery hero. Now all of you, be gone!

(Lady Grey grins, turns and calmly walks away swinging the bag back and forth)

Scene 3 The Palace

(Dr Dark and Reverend Cross sit in conversation whilst carefully studying maps of the City. Both men point at different places as they desperately try to 
locate the where abouts of Lord Black's hand. However they are distracted by the appearance of J-Wing standing patiently in the doorway) 

Dr Dark Do my eyes deceive me? Have I made a misjudgement? I thought yesterday you said I had four days?
J-Wing So I did Dark, I've just come to ask if you're prepared to come peacefully 
Dr Dark You know that I won't, I've just taken charge of the entire World. I am the most powerful being walking this earth, I don't fear 
anyone!
Rev Cross  So if that's all, Mr Watcher let me see you out 
J-Wing I will leave for now, but I will be back soon. You underestimate me and that is your mistake, I've watched you all your life and you 
will pay for your crimes 
Dr Dark You can try to arrest me, but you won't succeed 
J-Wing The Watcher’s always succeed. We have only ever failed once and that is why G and yourself will have to face our justice. You will 
be held accountable for the destruction of Maharg and now you're destroying Earth too. You will rot on the mother ship till your dying day
Dr Dark I have no idea what you are talking about spaceman and I don't care, you try and attack me and you'll suffer! Now see this freak 
out of here Reverend 
Rev Cross  This way please Mr Watcher 
J-Wing I will be seeing you both soon, enjoy your freedom while it lasts. . .

Scene 4 Lady Grey's Club

(Captain Constant and Commissioner Deeming sit excitedly smiling at one another, ecstatic at how well the broadcast went. Professor Emily Fox and AJ 
are standing at the bar discussing the workings of the Broadcast Room and drawing diagrams of how it can be improved. Their conversations all fall 
silent as Lady Grey enters carrying a dirty green bag. She saunters over to Emily Fox, reaches into the bag and pulls out the decaying severed hand. She
looks overjoyed and Emily Fox excitedly rubs her hands together with anticipation. However Commissioner Deeming and Captain Constant clearly do not 
share the ladies joy as they look morbidly at each other) 

Lady Grey Hello my lovelies, I'm back and I've got the hand 
Prof. E Fox Fantastic my Lady, let me have it I can't wait to get started 
C. Deeming Remember though Fox do not create any form of weapon or use its power in any way without me or Constant being 
present 
Prof. E Fox You don't trust me Deeming?
C. Deeming I just think you have a different agenda Fox 
Prof. E Fox And what may I ask is my agenda?



C. Deeming You're more concerned with avenging G or finding him a cure than stopping Dr Dark and winning back our . . 
Lady Grey . . . What right do you have to question the loyalty or integrity of Fox?! It’s your fault we're in this situation 
Prof. E Fox It’s ok my Lady its fine I understand his doubts, but I'm a professional and stopping Dr Dark is what G died for so I will 
find a way to stop him 
Cptn Constant Thank you Fox I know we can trust you and you must start work right away. Grey give her the bag and please lay off 
Deeming 

(Lady Grey puts the hand back in the bag and gives it to the eager Professor Emily Fox. Lady Grey winks at her then aggressively turns to Captain 
Constant) 

Lady Grey I will lay off the old man when he proves he is of use 
Cptn Constant His broadcast was a big success, the feedback has been remarkable 
Lady Grey So he's becoming a celebrity, that's just what we need 
AJ You know I usually agree with you about the old bloke honey, but I've been logging the feedback myself and people 
really believe in what he's saying 
Cptn Constant He'll become a leader of men, people will follow him and he will give them hope 
AJ It’s all positive my love, people can see the light at the end of the tunnel, they have faith in his strength and ideals 
Lady Grey Well it’s just words sugar, he doesn't back it up with any action 
C. Deeming I will, this city will be great again 
Lady Grey Well keep your façade going, I don't care, I've got some real fighting to do 

(Lady Grey storms off)

Scene 5 Basement Laboratory Under Lady Grey's Club 

(Professor Emily Fox stands over the severed hand whilst running cells under a microscope. She is visibly euphoric and is busily jotting down notes on a 
pad as she continues studying the charred hand. Captain Constant walks in and observes Emily Fox from a distance as if examining her every move. AJ 
rushes straight up to the desk and begins reading the notes. She looks a little perplexed by it all but finds Emily Fox's enthusiasm intoxicating) 

Prof. E Fox This is amazing! I've been waiting for this moment for so long. I'm sure we can gain so much from this hand 
Cptn Constant Please be careful, there is great power harnessed within. . . 
Prof. E Fox . . . And that's why I'm excited Constant! Great power means that great discoveries await 
AJ Your enthusiasm is getting me excited too, I can't wait to learn and see what we can create 
Cptn Constant Calm down, stay focussed and don't create anything without running it past me or Deeming first 
Prof. E Fox If you don't mind Constant in this lab I'm in charge. Know your place and get out of here so I can start work 
Cptn Constant Don't do anything stupid Fox 
AJ You heard her Constant, you can leave now. Don't make me throw you out 
Cptn Constant Ok I'm going but please . . .
Prof. E Fox . . . Goodbye Constant

(Captain Constant leaves shaking his head and sighing in defeat)

Scene 6 Roof Garden Above Lady Grey's Club 

(Lady Grey sits in a small clearing she has created between some shrubs and weeds. The garden is still wildly overgrown but she has cleared enough 
vegetation for her to feel close to her mother. She sits calmly, crosses her legs, looks to the sky and closes her eyes) 

Lady Grey Mother, I'm so angry, I'm so annoyed with her! How dare she call me a coward and how dare she say all those lies 
about G!
Lady White She's trying to unsettle you my dear, she wants you to walk into her trap 
Lady Grey I'm gonna walk straight into her trap and shut her mouth permanently!
Lady White I've seen her patrolling the city, she is not alone. She has an army at her side, she wants you to attack her and then 
you'll be outnumbered. You must not go alone 
Lady Grey I'm not afraid of death mother. I must do this alone. This is my purpose, the only thing I have left to accomplish, the 
only way I can find peace 
Lady White It doesn't matter what I say does it? You are single minded and stubborn, I just hope G was right 
Lady Grey Right about what?
Lady White That your anger and rage makes you stronger, makes you unbeatable 
Lady Grey Well we'll soon see mother, we'll soon see how strong I am. My sister will suffer for all she's done and for all my father 



did before her 
Lady White Good luck my darling girl, I'll be watching and praying. . . 

Scene 7 The Palace

(Sister Anastasia eagerly bursts in and rushes up to Dr Dark who is still pouring over maps of the City with Reverend Cross. Reverend Cross stands to 
acknowledge Sister Anastasia and greets her warmly, glowing with pride. On the other hand Dr Dark looks passively out of the window staring at the 
setting sun, watching the shadows creep into the golden gleaming throne room) 

Rev Cross  Nice speech Anastasia, you put the peasants in their place 
Sis Anastasia Thank you Reverend, hopefully now they'll realise they have no hope and no choice 
Dr Dark Very true young lady, you spoke freely and did my bidding but I feel you had a different message in your address
Sis Anastasia True my lord, I want my sister, I want her head, I want her destroyed 
Dr Dark The Lady Grey will not be hard to find, do you think you can defeat her?
Sis Anastasia I know it, she will beg for mercy before the end 
Rev Cross  And none will be granted I hope?
Sis Anastasia Of course not! I hate her with all my being 
Dr Dark Take more guards, Lady Grey should not be underestimated! The death of G makes her stronger, be wary - she has 
nothing to lose 
Sis Anastasia I am not afraid, she is weaker than me and always has been. Her death will come swiftly and I shall not even break into 
a sweat 
Dr Dark Take the patrol out as planned, I'm sure you've angered her enough that she'll confront you. If there's one thing I know, 
she won't back down from a fight . . .

Scene 8 Lady Grey's Club

(Lady Grey walks steadily into the office where Captain Constant and Commissioner Deeming are drawing up plans and going through ideas for the 
Commissioner's next broadcast. She towers over the two men impatiently checking her watch. Captain Constant pushes his papers to one side and leans
forward onto the desk looking expectantly into Lady Grey's eyes. The Commissioner nervously avoids her gaze and continues writing notes) 

Lady Grey I'm leaving 
Cptn Constant But what about our resistance? I thought you were fighting this war with us!
Lady Grey I have more pressing matters Constant than your little battle for this pathetic city 
Cptn Constant You're going after your sister aren't you?
C. Deeming I heard news of her little speech, her challenge to you. You know you're walking into a trap right?
Lady Grey I don't care, she will pay for her evil! There's only room in this World for one of us 
Cptn Constant I can help you, let me come, let me have your back 
Lady Grey No Constant, I will not rely on anyone else. This is my fight, my sister, my revenge 
Cptn Constant Don't be silly - you're doing exactly what she wants!
C. Deeming Let her go Constant, her mind is made up and we can't risk losing both of you in this fight. Lady Grey will triumph or go 
down fighting either way it sends out a message to the people that we are here and we are ready for action 
Lady Grey Can you hear yourself old man? Listen, you can twist it anyway you like, I'm just going to kick some butt, and I'm going 
alone. . .

Scene 9 Basement Laboratory Under Lady Grey's Club 

(Professor Emily Fox is totally focussed taking samples from the charred hand using a scalpel. She carefully places the sample on a slide and studies it 
under a microscope. AJ is enthusiastically sitting by her side busily jotting down notes on a pad whilst chewing hard on a piece of gum. The lights flicker 
as the temporary generator hums noisily in the corner of the basement. However nothing can disturb the two ladies from their task as Emily Fox spins 
round excitedly and grins at AJ who looks back eagerly in anticipation) 

Prof. E Fox This is incredible 
AJ What is?
Prof. E Fox I've extracted the usable living DNA of so many people 
AJ Who? Anyone of use?
Prof. E Fox Hell yeah, obviously Lord Black himself but within his strands I can identify, Dr Dark, Lady Grey, Silver Tongue, Queen 
Woo, Colonel Lens, my former self, G and a host of different unknown sets too
AJ What does this mean?
Prof. E Fox  Well if I can separate all the different strands of DNA I should be able to harness all the different powers he has used 



AJ So you can use G's power or Dr Darks own powers against him?
Prof. E Fox Theoretically yes, but they are very unstable and dangerous powers to unleash into the wrong hands 
AJ You can still potentially use them though honey, that's pretty awesome 
Prof. E Fox It is indeed, we'll start with the less unstable and less deadly strand 
AJ And whose is that?
Prof. E Fox I'll begin by trying to harness the power of Queen Woo . . .

Scene 10 Outside the City Harbour

(Sister Anastasia and a group of Hooded Monks walk confidently past the huge iron gates of the harbour. Their attention is drawn to the clicking of high 
heeled shoes coming from the darkness, the noise is getting louder as the Monks prepare for an attack. From out of the darkness a towering feminine 
figure appears and casually strolls towards a confident Sister Anastasia. Lady Grey steps into the light, puts her left hand on the iron gate and points 
her right hand menacingly at her sister.) 

Sis Anastasia You are braver than I gave you credit for, but quite foolish sister 
Lady Grey You are gonna suffer and die at my hands 
Sis Anastasia You are no match for me, you are weak and always were. This is why our father tried to eliminate you at birth, you 
weren't strong enough to do his bidding 
Lady Grey Come here sister and you can see how strong I am 
Sis Anastasia I'm only going to bother with you if you can prove yourself worthy. Defeat my men, then you would have earnt a chance
at me
Lady Grey Like lambs to the slaughter, come to mama . . . 

(The Hooded Monks, with their weapons drawn advance towards Lady Grey who spins her cane and attacks aggressively)

Episode 4: ‘THE DARKNESS OF CONSTANTOPIA (part 5)'
Scene Breakdown & Scripture

Scene 1 The Broadcast Room

(Commissioner Deeming clears his throat in preparation for his second broadcast. He shuffles through his notes anxiously awaiting the signal from 
Professor Emily Fox. His palms are sweating and he is breathing heavily as Emily Fox waves frantically at Commissioner Deeming to begin) 

C. Deeming People of Constantopia I bring you news of hope and news of action that we believe will weaken the un-elected rulers 
of this great city. As we speak our friend the great Lady Grey has gone to confront the evil Queen Anastasia. She fights for the freedom of us all, she 
fights to avenge the unjust murder of Papa G, she fights to end the rule of the tyrant Dr Dark. There is no need to fear him any longer, the resistance has
powerful allies and we have truth and justice on our side. I personally don't know if Lady Grey will succeed, but I would never bet against her and even if 
she should fail she will make a vast dent in the armoury of Dr Dark and his followers, a dent that they will never recover from. This is just the beginning, 
stay safe and stay positive. Hope is here and the future is ours . . .

Scene 2 Outside the City Harbour

(Lady Grey stands in the middle of a heap of unconscious and dead Hooded Monks. She sinks to her knees and thrusts her cane into the throat of the last
Hooded Monk who instantly drops to the floor. Lady Grey slowly lifts her head and threateningly points her cane towards her sister who looks on 
apprehensively. Sister Anastasia cautiously approaches Lady Grey who stands victorious licking her lips with excitement, craving her revenge) 

Lady Grey All your henchmen are lying at my feet, now little sister come and face me 
Sis Anastasia  Not a chance, I'll fight you on my terms, when I want and no sooner 
Lady Grey Now who is the coward honey?
Sis Anastasia  Mor ha ha, I am not scared of you, far from it! You are pathetic and these feeble guards I knew would be no match for 
you 
Lady Grey Well put your money where your mouth is, if I'm so weak and pathetic come here and prove it 
Sis Anastasia  I haven't got to prove anything to you, I am busy and I have things to do 
Lady Grey Oh no you don't get off that easy 
Sis Anastasia  I'll do what I like, see you around sister!

(Sister Anastasia smiles provocatively at Lady Grey and appears to vanish into thin air as Lady Grey attacks her violently with her cane. Lady Grey looks 
up to the sky and lets out a frustrated scream)



Scene 3 The Palace

(Reverend Cross steps nervously into the glittering Throne Room as Dr Dark sits on the throne in deep contemplation. The Reverend approaches and 
kneels before his master avoiding eye contact, shaking restlessly. Dr Dark stands and peers down at the old man at his feet. Sensing his fear Dr Dark 
realises he is bringing him bad news. His expression suddenly becomes one of condemnation as he pulls Reverend Cross abrasively to his feet) 

Rev Cross My lord I have news regarding the hand 
Dr Dark Have you found it Reverend?
Rev Cross I'm afraid not, we were searching the cemetery and someone has disturbed Lady White's grave 
Dr Dark That could mean anything! It could have just been an animal digging 
Rev Cross It could, but a shovel was hidden in the nearby forest . . . and ice was still on the handle 
Dr Dark Well, well then Lady Grey has the hand, of course what better place to hide it. I should have thought of that, it’s so 
obvious now 
Rev Cross That doesn't really matter Sire, what matters is that they have possession of the hand now. Can they hurt us with it?
Dr Dark Undoubtedly Grey would have given it to Fox and after clearing out Whipps Corps she now has the means to extract the
power from it 
Rev Cross We must find them 
Dr Dark We must find them quickly before they figure out how to use it. . .

Scene 4 Lady Grey's Club

(Professor Emily Fox stands in front of a table ready to demonstrates the power of the hand. AJ stands next to her looking lustfully at the gadgets and 
weapons lined up on the table. Captain Constant and Commissioner Deeming sit passively watching Emily Fox as she puts on her red rimmed glasses and
folds her arms. She steps towards the waiting men with determination and confidence, she hands each man a folder then steps back to stand alongside 
a grinning AJ) 

Prof. E Fox As you asked gentlemen, I am ready to show you the power of this hand 
Cptn Constant So you've managed to find a way of harnessing the power?
Prof. E Fox I have, but we can't use it as a weapon 
C. Deeming How come?
AJ It’s too dangerous, we don't know how to control it 
Cptn Constant So what uses has it?
Prof. E Fox It has its uses, I can use the milder powers like this . . . 

(Professor Emily Fox picks up a can and sprays a liquid in Commissioner Deeming's face)

Cptn Constant What the hell are you doing?!
Prof. E Fox Just watch, its harmless
AJ Deeming, listen to my voice - you will pretend you are a cow 

(Commissioner Deeming falls off his chair and gets on all fours crawling around the room)

C. Deeming Moo, moo, moo
Cptn Constant Stop this right now
Prof. E Fox  As you wish, AJ please release Deeming from your spell 
AJ Oh honey, I could have so much more fun 
Cptn Constant Release him!!!

(AJ sighs deeply looking highly disappointed, she clicks her fingers and Commissioner Deeming snaps back to reality shaking his head in confusion)

C. Deeming What happened?
Cptn Constant You were in some form of trance, Fox?
Prof. E Fox I took the mind control powers of Silver Tongue and put them into a spray can 
Cptn Constant Genius 
C. Deeming Did it harm me?
Prof. E Fox No there are no permanent side effects 
AJ Show them the whip Fox 



Prof. E Fox No we can't use that yet, it’s too . . . unpredictable
AJ Give it here 
Cptn Constant What have you created Fox?
Prof. E Fox It’s G's whip, I've revived it but . . . 
AJ . . . Yeeeee-haaaaaa!!! 

(AJ with a glint in her eye flings the whip, it hits the wall and it explodes, the ceiling starts to fall and burn) 

Prof. E Fox Give it back now AJ! 

(Professor Emily Fox aggressively snatches the whip back and stares angrily at AJ who looks upset to have lost her new toy) 

Cptn Constant I can see the danger 
C. Deeming We can't use that, we'll destroy the entire city 
Prof. E Fox Exactly, we can't safely use G's or Dr Dark’s power - they're too volatile
Cptn Constant I agree. Sadly that means we're back to the drawing board, any more ideas?
AJ I want the whip back . . . 

Scene 5 Constantopia City Centre

(A frustrated Lady Grey stands in an alleyway looking out onto the main square in the City Centre. People are milling around, hurriedly trying to get back 
to the safety of their homes. Lady Grey watches them and looks around the ancient architecture desperately looking for clues as to the where abouts of 
Sister Anastasia. She stays hidden as the anger inside her begins to grow) 

Lady Grey Where the hell did that bitch go?! I've been searching these streets for hours. I thought she wanted to kill me, not run 
from me. I'm sick and tired of this game of hide and seek. If she wants me she can come and get me, I'm gonna stay right here. Lady Grey doesn't chase 
after people, people come to me and she will! Even if I have to stay here all week . . .

Scene 6 Lady Grey's Club

(Captain Constant sits lost in thought staring through the dusty sky light as the morning sun begins to force its way through. Commissioner Deeming is 
trying to stay positive whilst bouncing ideas around the room for his next broadcast. AJ sadly packs up all the gadgets and weapons into a big box ready 
to be dismantled and destroyed while Professor Emily Fox sits next to Papa G's body holding his hand and stroking his forehead. She looks longingly into 
his lifeless eyes wishing he was still here to help. Captain Constant snaps out of his daydream with a sudden look of determination, he is not ready to 
give up yet) 

Cptn Constant So if we can't use the hand as a weapon how do we defeat Dr Dark? 
C. Deeming All this work was a waste of time!
AJ Not exactly, we’ve got some useful gadgets and toys that will help us 
Cptn Constant We mustn't use anything coming from that hand. The hand is evil and no good will come from it 
C. Deeming Well we can't just give up we must find another way, the World is depending on us 
AJ We've spent hours on our experiments and learnt how to extract and harness powers, don't tell me it’s all been for 
nothing!
Cptn Constant Maybe we're going about this all wrong 
Prof. E Fox What do you mean Constant?
Cptn Constant We've been trying to fight him on his level 
AJ Well that's the only way we can defeat him 
Cptn Constant You're wrong, what if we brought him down to our level . . .
Prof. E Fox . . . Extract his powers and make him mortal? Sounds achievable. However that power is not present in Lord Blacks 
hand 
Cptn Constant No its not but it is present in Lord Black's daughter, could you harness Sister Anastasia's power using your machine?
Prof. E Fox That's brilliant Constant of course I can! Just get her here 
C. Deeming But isn't Lady Grey hunting her?
AJ The Lady will completely destroy her to the point that her body will be of no use 
Cptn Constant Then I must stop her, we need Sister Anastasia's DNA. Deeming find me Grey's location I must get to her before we lose
our opportunity . . .



Scene 7 The Palace

(A panic stricken Sister Anastasia fearfully enters the Palace to inform Dr Dark of the appearance of Lady Grey. Dr Dark is already fuming with the news
of the hands recovery and looks as if he might burst with rage when he sees his young protege return without her troops. He calms himself and picks up
a golden goblet from next to his throne, he takes a sip from the jewel encrusted cup, then looks down at a quaking Sister Anastasia kneeling before him) 

Dr Dark Why my Queen you look like you've seen a ghost!
Sis Anastasia She took me by surprise, that is all 
Dr Dark I warned you not to underestimate her, she is stronger and more dangerous than she looks 
Sis Anastasia I need more guards 
Dr Dark And why should I give you more guards? Where are the ones I assigned you before?
Sis Anastasia Dead, my sister killed them all
Dr Dark It’s lucky we've got plenty to spare, but don't fail again. Do you need me to come with you and make sure you succeed?
Sis Anastasia No my Lord, I've seen her at her best and the height of her powers, she has yet to witness me in all my glory. I am the 
stronger and I will triumph 
Dr Dark So be it, take more men this time and get it done. This resistance is becoming a thorn in my side and even Lady Grey is 
becoming a hero thanks to Deeming's ridiculous broadcasts 
Sis Anastasia I will end this brutally, then no one will dare challenge us and their spirit will be crushed completely

Scene 8 The Basement Laboratory under Lady Grey's Club 

(Professor Emily Fox looks around her laboratory cautiously making sure she is alone. A sudden noise from H laying asleep in his cot briefly alarms her 
but she quickly regains her focus. She reaches under her desk and removes a locked metallic brief case. Her fingers slowly adjust the combination lock 
as the case springs open. Emily Fox looks carefully inside with a mischievous grin on her face, then she slowly removes a test tube and attaches it to a 
syringe. At that moment AJ bursts in and is confused by what she is seeing) 

AJ What's that Fox? I've not seen that tube before 
Prof. E Fox It’s something I've taken from the hand 
AJ That doesn't answer my question Fox 
Prof. E Fox It’s best you don't know honey, Deeming and Constant wouldn't approve 
AJ Screw them, I don't seek their approval! In fact I quite like upsetting them, it amuses me to see their eyes pop out of 
their heads 
Prof. E Fox Do you promise you won't stop me and that you won't tell a soul?
AJ Cross my heart and hope to die
Prof. E Fox I've taken out the DNA of Queen Woo and if my calculations are correct a small dose of this serum will cure my G, bring
him back to life and make him immortal 
AJ You are devious Fox, much more slippery than you look. So their suspicions were correct, this is what you were 
working towards all along 
Prof. E Fox Of course AJ and it will work. They think they can defeat Dr Dark on their own but they need G, he's the only one who 
can . . .
AJ . . . Gonna stop you right there! I think actually your judgement is clouded honey, don't fool yourself, they don't need G, 
you do 
Prof. E Fox Either way, I'm going to bring him back. Don't stand in my way 

(Professor Emily Fox grips the syringe tightly and brushes AJ aside as she storms out of the room)

Scene 9 Constantopia City Centre

(Lady Grey stands still, leaning patiently on her cane waiting for her Sister to find her. She manages a wry smile as she hears the sound of many men 
walking towards her. From out of the shadows and many alleyways surrounding the main square Hooded Monks slowly advance, there is no escape. The 
Monks form a perimeter around Lady Grey who is still calmly leaning on her cane smiling happily to herself. From deep within the mass of Hooded Monks 
she catches a glimpse of Sister Anastasia gliding towards her. She can only make out her flowing blonde hair and red eyes but there is no mistaking her 
presence amongst the black habit's of her army) 

Lady Grey At last little sister, you've decided to face me or are you gonna run away again and seek protection from your new best
friend?
Sis Anastasia I don't need protection from anyone and unlike you I've got plenty of friends who are willing to die for me 
Lady Grey And die they will, all of them, I am going to kill you one way or another my dear 
Sis Anastasia You fight well and with great skill, but I have more men now and with a simple command I can have you destroyed 



Lady Grey And that's your style, hide behind your army, afraid to get your hands dirty! You know you can't win 
Sis Anastasia I will win - I always win and I'm afraid I'm about to send you to join that foolish cowardly man you loved so much 
Lady Grey You don't know anything about love, I hate you and you will feel all my rage 
Sis Anastasia Sadly you will have to wait your turn there are hundreds here who also want the satisfaction of killing the famous Lady 
Grey 
Lady Grey Let them come, bring it on. . .

Scene 10 Lady Grey's Club

(Professor Emily Fox storms up the stairs and into the main room to get to Papa G. AJ is following her excited by what is about to happen, but when 
Commissioner Deeming sees the fire in Emily Fox's eyes he tries to restrain her. However nothing will stop her, she is possessed with desire to 
resurrect Papa G and pushes a shocked Commissioner to the floor. All this causes AJ great amusement, she is still laughing hysterically as she helps 
Commissioner Deeming to his feet. They rush over to find Emily Fox bent over Papa G's resting place angrily slamming her hand on the empty table. 
Commissioner Deeming and AJ are stunned into silence, Papa G's body has gone. Emily Fox turns and stares furiously at the astounded Commissioner ) 

Prof. E Fox What have you done with him Deeming?
C. Deeming Nothing I've not touched him, I promise Fox don't hurt me 
AJ Maybe J-Wing came back and collected him early to lock him up on his ship?
Prof. E Fox He would have informed us of his plans I'm sure. He said he'd be back tomorrow and he strikes me as a being of honour
C. Deeming I too believe that J-Wing is a man of his word, although he won't be happy to learn of G's disappearance 
AJ I guess it’s not to be Fox 
C. Deeming I can't believe you betrayed us again, we trusted you. You promised you wouldn't use the hand, you said yourself it was 
dangerous and unstable 
Prof. E Fox Well if you had the chance to bring back your daughter Deeming don't tell me you wouldn't take any risk 
C. Deeming That's a fair point, but we both have duties and responsibilities, we must stick to the rules 
AJ Anyway that's all irrelevant now, he's gone! Fox hasn't broken any rules so lay off her Deeming 
C. Deeming Ok I'm sorry Fox I know you're grieving and I know more than anyone how hard this must be 
Prof. E Fox I just want him back. Where are you G? Where have you gone? 

Episode 5: ‘THE DARKNESS OF CONSTANTOPIA (part 5)'
Scene Breakdown & Scripture

Scene 1 The Broadcast Room

(Commissioner Deeming sits upright and tense staring seriously and with great intensity through the window into the operating booth impatiently 
waiting for Professor Emily Fox's signal. He is eager to deliver his broadcast so he can concentrate on assisting his allies in any way he can. Every 
second feels like an eternity as he sits in the murk of his basement studio waiting to begin. He feels isolated and useless in the depths of the club, not 
knowing whether his allies are dead or alive in the war torn city above. Suddenly Emily Fox and AJ appear in the booth and casually wave at the 
Commissioner instructing him to speak. He adjusts his notes and moves towards the microphone) 

C. Deeming People of Constantopia, your friends are here and we've found a way to finish this war. We have the science, the 
intelligence and the power to finish Dr Dark's reign of terror. Tonight is an important night, evil lurks in the streets and there is an unpredictability about
what will happen. Strange events are taking place my people and I haven't got all the answers, but I believe that come tomorrow morning we will have 
their regime running scared. There will be a great battle somewhere in this city and it is crucial you all stay in your houses. Although we fight for your 
freedom we cannot guarantee your safety. Please heed my warning; we will win this war soon, keep the faith and keep your hope alive. . .

Scene 2 Constantopia City Centre

(Lady Grey stands ready for battle pointing her cane at the great army of Hooded Monks who surround her. She scans the sea of black desperately 
searching for a glimpse of her sister when suddenly from the crowd Sister Anastasia strides through the ranks. Her hair is bright white and lightning 
appears to shoot from her ghostly white skin, her eyes burn red with rage. She steps towards Lady Grey cackling, looking possessed. Lady Grey does not
flinch, she moves towards her sister with a maniacal smile on her face and a glint in her eye) 

Sis Anastasia Well sister, I don't need these men to protect me. You will get your wish 
Lady Grey So you are actually going to face me sister, one on one?
Sis Anastasia Not exactly, I'm going to destroy you and tear you apart. It won't be a fight it will be a massacre 
Lady Grey Well I think you haven't a clue who I am, I'm gonna enjoy teaching you a lesson 



Sis Anastasia I like your confidence but tonight I'm going to be the last one standing

(Sister Anastasia points her finger at Lady Grey firing a bolt of lightning which Lady Grey manages to avoid whilst diving to her right. Mid dive she fires a
stream of ice from her cane but misses her sister. Sister Anastasia takes advantage of the situation and leaps at a fallen Lady Grey who is too quick and
rolls away. However whilst evading the lunge Lady Grey lets go of her cane, she desperately reaches back to retrieve her weapon but Anastasia kicks 
her in the chest) 

Sis Anastasia Now you are defenceless, you are like a sitting duck. Beg for mercy 
Lady Grey NEVER!!!!!

(Lady Grey and Sister Anastasia dive at the cane but Lady Grey gets there first and smashes it into Sister Anastasia's face. The impact shakes Sister 
Anastasia and leaves her lying on the floor with her head spinning and bloodied. Lady Grey towers over her grinning, she stares remorselessly at her 
sister and jabs the cane into her chest. Sister Anastasia puts her hands above her head in fear and begs for mercy) 

Sis Anastasia I'm sorry, forgive me, please spare my life, I'll do anything!
Lady Grey All I want is for you to suffer, as my mother did and as G did. It’s over, I will finish this now
Sis Anastasia Not so fast: Attack! Attack!

(As Lady Grey goes to force the cane into Sister Anastasia's rib cage the Hooded Monks violently attack and knock Lady Grey to the floor, they beat her 
and kick her into submission. She lays there motionless covered in icy dark blue blood, surrounded by an army of Hooded Monks and the crazed laughter
of Sister Anastasia)

Scene 3 Captain Constants Car

(Captain Constant rapidly drives along the unusually quiet city streets frantically searching for Lady Grey and Sister Anastasia. He is hoping to find some
trace of a battle, but with every corner he takes he becomes more and more disheartened. Suddenly his phone begins to ring as Commissioner Deeming
tries to contact him)

Cptn Constant Evening Deeming I heard your broadcast, inspirational stuff. The streets are empty; people trust you and are taking 
heed of what you say 
C. Deeming Well that's good news, at least no more innocent lives will be lost this evening 
Cptn Constant Well I need to find Lady Grey still, I'm worried that I might be too late. I should never have let her go on her own 
C. Deeming You couldn't stop her, she marches to the beat of her own drum. No one is in control of her actions 
Cptn Constant Even so this is our best chance of getting Anastasia, we can't fail 
C. Deeming I've heard whispers from witnesses. There is an army crowded in the city centre. That must be where she is 
Cptn Constant Ok Deeming I'll head straight there 
C. Deeming Please be careful Constant, G's body has disappeared and I have a bad feeling about this 
Cptn Constant It’s gone? Where has it gone?
C. Deeming I don't know, it’s like he got up and walked away 
Cptn Constant How can that be? This is worrying; I promise I'll keep my wits about me...

Scene 4 Constantopia City Centre

(Sister Anastasia drags herself to her feet and brushes herself down. She touches her bloodied nose and stands triumphantly over a battered Lady 
Grey. From somewhere in the distance there is a fearsome howl which causes nervousness amongst the Hooded Monks. They whisper among 
themselves as Lady Grey looks up to the sky and sees a full blood red moon bursting through the wispy clouds. She looks back knowingly at Sister 
Anastasia and smiles) 

Sis Anastasia You are beaten sister, my army surrounds you, you are about to die, what have you got to smile about?
Lady Grey You'll see, I should have known
Sis Anastasia What should you have known? What are you talking about?
Lady Grey You are about to pay for your mistakes 
Sis Anastasia Big words coming from a girl laying there at my mercy. You don't scare me 
Lady Grey Oh no, I know I don't but you should be scared of him . . . 

(Lady Grey points over Sister Anastasia's shoulder and chuckles to herself. Sister Anastasia quickly turns and is instantly dumbstruck to see The 
Flaming Wolf charging towards her leaving a trail of burning cars and buildings in his wake) 



Sis Anastasia Impossible!!!!
Lady Grey You killed G, but to kill The Flaming Wolf is practically impossible. You shouldn't have made him angry 
Sis Anastasia I will stop the mighty beast 
Lady Grey Good luck with that 
Sis Anastasia Guards attack!

(The Flaming Wolf pounces knocking back Sister Anastasia who desperately evades his blow. The Hooded Monks jump to her aid and attack The Flaming 
Wolf firing guns and swinging swords. However he is too strong and fast, ravaging and tearing the guards to pieces. Bullets fly everywhere but The 
Flaming Wolf is too quick and reduces the entire army to dust and flame. Sister Anastasia is sitting, shaking with fear as The Flaming Wolf threateningly 
strides towards her) 

Lady Grey Leave her honey, she's mine 

(Lady Grey gingerly makes it back to her feet and The Flaming Wolf turns his head to look at her. She looks lovingly at the Wolf and winks at him, then he 
bows his head in obedience and storms off in a blaze of flame) 

Sis Anastasia What are you doing you fool? You had me exactly where you wanted me !
Lady Grey I want to kill you on my own, I don't want to give anyone else the satisfaction 

(Sister Anastasia swipes her legs to trip Lady Grey who anticipates the attack and leaps high in the air. Sister Anastasia jumps to her feet and fires 
lightning at Lady Grey who does a somersault in mid-air avoiding the bolts. As she falls she kicks Sister Anastasia back to the floor and screams as she 
pushes her cane into her throat. At that moment Captain Constant appears in the distance and runs towards the battle) 

Cptn Constant Wait Grey!!
Lady Grey It’s too late 

(Lady Grey shows no sign of grief or regret as she pushes her cane into her sisters throat. Sister Anastasia's body slowly freezes, Captain Constant 
eventually reaches the ladies and aggressively pushes Lady Grey to the ground knocking her cane to the floor. Lady Grey looks up furiously at a stern 
looking Captain Constant) 

Cptn Constant That's enough Grey, you've got your revenge 
Lady Grey How dare you interfere in my business!!!
Cptn Constant We need her in one piece, we need her DNA 
Lady Grey For what?
Cptn Constant Come with me and I'll show you, what the hell happened here? It’s like a bomb's gone off 
Lady Grey It’s a long story I'll explain later . . .

Scene 5 The Palace

(Reverend Cross enters the Palace, he is desperately upset and in a deep state of shock and disbelief. Dr Dark stands and shows concern for the old 
Reverend's expression. Not because he cares about the old man's feelings but he is instantly aware that something is wrong. He steps towards 
Reverend Cross and places both his hands on the Reverend's shoulders as the holy man is close to tears)

Rev Cross My lord I bring disturbing and terrible news 
Dr Dark What has happened Reverend?
Rev Cross Anastasia is dead
Dr Dark And my army?
Rev Cross Destroyed
Dr Dark How could Lady Grey do this alone? She is powerful but not that strong 
Rev Cross I hear she is the one that killed Anastasia but The Flaming Wolf put pay to our army 
Dr Dark So The Flaming Wolf survived . . . interesting 
Rev Cross Your calmness worries me my Master, surely the Wolf will now come for us?
Dr Dark The Flaming Wolf doesn't scare me, he is a creature of the night. I can control darkness and all beings that thrive in the
dark. He could be of great use to us in killing this irritant J-Wing 
Rev Cross So you want to hunt The Flaming Wolf?
Dr Dark Yes we must find the body of G before J-Wing finds him and locks him away again. I need The Flaming Wolf he is 
immortal and the deadliest weapon 
Rev Cross Good plan my lord we shall begin the search right away. . .



Scene 6 Lady Grey's Club

(Captain Constant arrives with great purpose carrying the frozen Sister Anastasia over his shoulder. Lady Grey follows close behind with the look of 
satisfaction written across her face. Captain Constant slams the frozen body of Sister Anastasia on the table in front of Commissioner Deeming who 
looks up at the Captain in relief that he is unharmed. Professor Emily Fox and AJ appear from the basement whispering to each other. They excitedly 
approach the table as Emily Fox smiles respectfully at Lady Grey) 

C. Deeming Welcome back, you've got her! Fantastic work Constant 
Lady Grey He didn't do anything you old fool he just turned up when all the hard work was done 
Prof. E Fox I'm happy to see you've survived my Lady, are you ok?
Lady Grey Thanks Fox, for the first time in my life I feel at peace with myself, I've avenged my mother and G. My work here is done
Cptn Constant We still have much to do Grey the mission is nowhere near complete 
Lady Grey This is your war Constant not mine, I've got what I wanted now I can relax and maybe even celebrate 
Cptn Constant If that's the way you feel Grey then so be it, thank you for giving us your sister 
Lady Grey She's all yours, I'm finished with that piece of dirt and I'm finished here. I'll see you all in a bit 

(Lady Grey salutes at the watching crowd, blows them a kiss turns and disappears to the roof garden) 

Cptn Constant So then Fox, you and AJ take this body and see what you can do with it 
Prof. E Fox Come on then, let's see what we can create AJ 
AJ Give me that body and let's get on with this we haven't got much time. . .

Scene 7 Roof Garden above Lady Grey's Club 

(Lady Grey sits peacefully in the garden staring out into the City hoping to catch a glimpse of The Flaming Wolf. Her hope suddenly turns to sorrow as 
she reminds herself that Papa G as she knew him has gone for ever. She is about to close her eyes to contact her mother when J-Wing appears in the 
sky looking down at her. His green skin glows in the moonlight as he stares intently at the icy lady sitting cross legged calmly gazing back at him. He 
glides down and stands in front of Lady Grey without any sign of emotion) 

J-Wing Impressive work, you seem very pleased with yourself 
Lady Grey Hell yeah, let's just say I've put a few demons to rest. Now if you don't mind I've got a celebration to start and 
unfortunately for you, it’s a party for one 
J-Wing I won't be long, I've just come to tell you that your battle with your sister was an act of war and broke galactic law 
Lady Grey What . . ?
J-Wing You have killed one of your own kind, you are guilty of the exact same crime as Dr Dark 
Lady Grey I have nothing to do with that nut job!!
J-Wing That's not exactly true. I can't understand how Papa G never saw it, you are so alike 
Lady Grey Who am I like?
J-Wing Your grand mother
Lady Grey I have never known anything of my grand parents 
J-Wing That's because she died giving birth to your father, he never knew anything about her either 
Lady Grey Who was she?
J-Wing Della Dark was your grandmother, so in killing your sister you have murdered a fellow Dark. That is an act of war 
Lady Grey But I never knew! What happened to her? Did G know?
J-Wing Papa G never knew. When Dr Dark left her and Papa G followed, Della grew lonely and longed for companionship again. 
She found a man the complete opposite to Isaac. Where he was kind and gentle the Baron Black was evil and cruel. He conducted experiments on her to 
try and harness her power. She died in child birth but her life was taken long before then 
Lady Grey That's horrible, did G know any of this?
J-Wing He knew she'd died and visited her grave but never met the Baron. Speaking of which I must go and find Papa G now, if 
The Flaming Wolf lives I must find him before the enemy does 
Lady Grey What about me?
J-Wing I'll be back for you very soon . . .

Scene 8 Outside Black Manor

(Papa G's pale ashen corpse lies motionless on the steps of Black Manor as Dr Dark and his Hooded Monks cautiously approach. There is an eerie feeling
in the streets surrounding the old abandoned mansion. Street lights have been smashed, shadows appear in the over grown trees surrounding the 
entrance. The windows are boarded, the brick work is slowly collapsing and the sound of bats flying in the trees would strike terror into most. But the 



shadows and black nights hold no fear for Dr Dark as he confidently leads his troops towards the body of his former friend) 

Dr Dark There he is, the corpse of my old friend. He looks so peaceful; it’s hard to believe that inside still lives a power and a creature 
more powerful than any alive. Take him back to the palace 

(The Hooded Monks nervously go to pick him up, but as they grab his body and begin to lift it into the air they are shot dead by lasers coming from the 
sky. Suddenly J-Wing swoops down and picks up Papa G's body carrying it up into the air. He floats in the air and stares at Dr Dark threatening him with 
his laser gun. Dr Dark is infuriated, clenching his fists with rage and aching to attack his winged nemesis) 

J-Wing This body belongs to the Watchers, he is now in our custody and we will keep him safe and locked up until he can face the courts 
for the crimes he has committed 
Dr Dark He is dead you idiot, what sort of trial will he have?
J-Wing You know his spirit lives on and know of his power. He must be controlled and you Dark only have one day to go 
Dr Dark As you keep saying, but it is in fact you that only has one day left. If you challenge me I will kill you 
J-Wing We'll see, I must go now but I'll be seeing you very soon 

(J-Wing flies away into the night sky with the body of Papa G slumped over his shoulder)

Scene 9 Basement Laboratory under Lady Grey's Club 

(Professor Emily Fox and AJ are talking as they work towards creating a new weapon to defeat Dr Dark. AJ is piecing together a gigantic silver gun, 
while Emily Fox is carefully dissecting the frozen body of Sister Anastasia in search of workable strands of DNA. She takes out some tissue from her 
stomach, puts it onto a glass slide and places it under a microscope. She studies it carefully then hits the desk and lets out an ecstatic shout. AJ quickly 
rushes over to Emily Fox's desk to see what all the noise is about. Emily Fox looks up at AJ peering over her shoulder and nods her head in excitement. 
She takes a deep breath walks away from her work station grabs a glass of water and calmly looks at a puzzled AJ) 

Prof. E Fox How are you feeling AJ? Getting used to this mortal form yet?
AJ Not really, but I'm determined to give it a go 
Prof. E Fox Can you keep a secret?
AJ What's happened? Are you ok? Of course Fox you can tell me anything 
Prof. E Fox I have extracted and separated every strand of DNA from Lord Blacks hand 
AJ You weren't supposed to be working on that still, very naughty, but very exciting. What does that mean honey?
Prof. E Fox It means I can potentially recreate any power that Lord Black ever used and inject it into a living host giving them 
special powers
AJ Have you tested it yet?
Prof. E Fox No, I'm waiting for a willing subject. G was going to be my guinea pig but sadly I lost him 
AJ You want me?
Prof. E Fox I can make you whatever you want
AJ But it could kill me too Fox, I'm not taking that risk, I've got a life for myself here and I'm learning so much 
Prof. E Fox If that's the way you feel I understand, but if you ever change your mind
AJ I'll bear that in mind and never fear, your secrets safe with me 
Prof. E Fox That's good because Constant and Deeming would never approve. Now let's get this gun finished. . .

Scene 10 Lady Grey's Club

(Commissioner Deeming sits at the bar drinking his way through a bottle of chianti staring around the club reminiscing of the past. How he wouldn't 
have been seen dead in this club years ago, being seen at this bar would have been the end of his career and his life. Ironically now this is the only place 
in the city he is safe and he finds great comfort in these four walls and his new allies. However he is unsure about Professor Emily Fox and is worried 
about her true agenda, he is pondering her actions when Captain Constant walks over on his way to bed. He approaches the Commissioner with a 
perturbed look in his eyes)

Cptn Constant So she was trying to bring Papa G back to life?
C. Deeming That's right, it worries me that she's conducting experiments on the hand that we don't know about 
Cptn Constant I think you're being paranoid, she's a good soul. She is just a girl in love; she'd do anything to bring her lover back to 
life 
C. Deeming I hope that's all she's been working on 
Cptn Constant I'm sure it is Deeming but we should keep a close eye on her just in case 
C. Deeming The last thing we need is for her to create and sell weapons or drugs to terrorists and criminals 
Cptn Constant Fox would never do that, it's maybe something G would do 



C. Deeming And that's what scares me Constant, she longs to make him proud and I fear she is becoming like him 
Cptn Constant Well one thing at a time, she is assisting us for now and we need her intelligence if we are to have any hope of 
defeating Dr Dark 
C. Deeming I guess you're right we'll have to trust her and hope she hasn't got a different more sinister agenda. . . 

Episode 6: ‘THE DARKNESS OF CONSTANTOPIA (part 5)'
Scene Breakdown & Scripture

Scene 1 Broadcast Room

(An overly roused Commissioner Deeming sits grinning in front of a microphone eagerly awaiting to broadcast that the war is being won. He feels a 
renewed sense of optimism after Lady Grey's victory over Sister Anastasia, The Flaming Wolf's appearance and Captain Constant's plan to defeat Dr 
Dark. He is bouncing in his chair as Professor Emily Fox calmly waves her hand signalling for him to begin) 

C. Deeming As the sun rises over the battered and beaten city of Constantopia we have great news to share with you all. I can 
officially confirm that the evil Queen Anastasia has been killed. She and over one hundred of her loyal soldiers were destroyed last night. Lady Grey has 
at last defeated her sister and attained the revenge she craved so badly. Apparently even The Flaming Wolf, after years of ravaging this great nation, has
decided he hates this regime too. Our allies grow, everyday more join our cause but today is judgement day. By the time the sun sets we will have the 
independence we all desire so much. Keep the faith my people, stay strong and we will be victorious very soon. . . 

Scene 2 Roof Garden Above Lady Grey's Club 

(Lady Grey is busy, she has been working all night tidying the roof garden and putting it into some kind of order. She is pruning the rose bushes and 
admiring the bright red flowers as the Sun rises over the City. She suddenly stops as she feels uncomfortable, its as if she is being watched. She spins 
round and grabs her cane then looks up into the morning sky. Above her head J-Wing hovers silently with his blue hair flowing in the breeze, he is 
transfixed on Lady Grey. He raises his hands and slowly lands on the roof top opposite Lady Grey) 

J-Wing Have you thought about what I said before?
Lady Grey I don't suppose I really have a choice?
J-Wing You always have a choice my Lady. Listen: you have two options, you fight me and resist arrest or you can come with 
me of your own free will 
Lady Grey I'd usually take the fight option, but I've a feeling you're about to make me an offer . . ?
J-Wing You are quite an astute young lady, indeed I would like to offer you redemption 
Lady Grey I'm listening
J-Wing Come with me peacefully and help me defeat Dr Dark and I will be a character witness for you at the Watcher's court
Lady Grey So I'd still end up in Prison?
J-Wing No you would be under my supervision. I would give my word that you are not a risk to society and I'll be charged with 
your rehabilitation 
Lady Grey And why would you do this? What do you want from me in return?
J-Wing Only your help in capturing Dr Dark, I sense good in you and I think you could be of use to us 
Lady Grey And if I fight you?
J-Wing You will be defeated then shackled and imprisoned for the rest of your life. The decision is yours but you haven't got 
long to decide 
Lady Grey Interesting choices, I shall mull it over and I promise I'll be in touch. . .

Scene 3 Outside The Palace

(People of Constantopia are gathered outside the Palace Gates celebrating the news of Dr Dark's fall from power. There is singing and chanting as the 
people rejoice in mass hysteria. There is a huge crash as the Palace Gates fly open knocking the revellers back and when they look up Dr Dark stands 
over them. He has a face like thunder as he storms towards the terrified crowd in a spitting rage)

Dr Dark So you fools think that you've won your freedom? I'm sorry to end your celebrations and dampen your parade but you 
couldn't be more wrong. The death of Anastasia is unfortunate but in no way am I weakened by it, your lack of respect will be punished. In a couple of 
hours I will parade the perpetrators of the recent riots through the city. When I reach the city centre they will all be executed unless Captain Constant 
faces me one on one so we can end this fight once and for all. We shall soon see how brave the Captain is and how much he values the lives of the people
he supposedly serves. Now be gone before I begin the killings early!



Scene 4 Lady Grey's Club

(Professor Emily Fox and AJ walk into the main room and head directly over to where Captain Constant and Commissioner Deeming are sitting. The two 
men look suspiciously over at the advancing ladies. AJ sits next to Commissioner Deeming and snatches a bottle of scotch out of his hand then puts her 
feet on the table. Emily Fox stands over her allies observing the distrust in Captain Constant and Commissioner Deeming's eyes. She shows no sign of 
regret or remorse as AJ drinks from the bottle Lady Grey appears by the door but she stays out of sight and listens intently) 

Prof. E Fox So gentlemen, what would you like me to do with the hand?
C. Deeming Destroy it
AJ Are you sure that's wise old man? We may still get some use out of it 
Cptn Constant Only evil will come from that hand you must see that. Deeming is right the hand must be destroyed 
Prof. E Fox If that is the majority vote then that it is what I will do 
AJ But Fox, you've spent so much time studying it and working on it, surely you would like a bit longer?
Prof. E Fox Everything I need to know about the hand and everything we can safely use I have extracted. There is no more we can 
learn from it 
Cptn Constant I'm glad we have your support Fox, Deeming thought you were planning to work behind our backs 
C. Deeming I always knew that you'd do the right thing. Can I be there when you destroy it please?
AJ You still don't trust her? 
C. Deeming That's not what I meant, I was with her when we gained possession of the hand I would like to be there when it’s finally 
destroyed 
Prof. E Fox That's no problem. AJ, please don't make a big deal of it. I understand their doubts, I betrayed their trust when I 
formulated the cure to bring G back to life 
Cptn Constant We were too harsh on you and we are sorry
Prof. E Fox No need for apologies, just give me half an hour to finish off my work on Anastasia then come to the lab and we'll 
destroy it together 
Cptn Constant Take as long as you need Fox, just give us a call when you're ready. So AJ, are you ready for that action you've craved 
so much?
AJ Of course Constant, can't wait to get a little pay back. What do you need me to do?
Cptn Constant Come with me and I'll talk you through the whole operation. . .

Scene 5 Constantopia City Centre

(The main square in the City Centre has been transformed into an arena ready for executions. There is a huge stage at one end and people gather in 
droves around the raised platform. Executions have not been seen in the city for an age and the people arrive curiously to see if the rumours are true. 
They are all disturbed to see twenty men standing on the stage with their heads bowed. The prisoners hands are bound and they are gagged as Dr Dark 
and Reverend Cross stand regally in front of the broken men. The stage is protected by a line of fully armed Hooded Monks who stand ready to protect 
their leaders from any unrest. Dr Dark looks out at the masses with a sedate expression as
Reverend Cross walks arrogantly in front of their prisoners)

Rev Cross These men are criminals, they have caused unrest and are disloyal to the King. They will pay for this act of treason 
with their lives 
Dr Dark There will be no trial and there will be no appeal, I am the King I make the laws and I will make sure these men pay. Let 
their deaths be an example to you all, you have no choice, no hope and no freedom to look forward to 
Rev Cross Stop listening to the propaganda that former Commissioner Deeming is saying. There is no war, there is no fight, there 
is just this. Look around, no one will save these men. Not even your hero Captain Constant dares face us or oppose our rule 
Dr Dark He is a coward and a liar. I will expose him for the fraud he is. Do you think he cares about you or the city? He only 
cares for himself and being idolised, he is a false icon, so stop hoping for him and start worshipping me
Rev Cross He has an hour to show up or these men will face the consequences 
Dr Dark Tick tock Constant, the countdown has begun . . .

Scene 6 Basement Laboratory under Lady Grey's Club 

(Professor Emily Fox is humming happily to herself as she carefully packs a series of test tubes into a metallic case as Lady Grey walks into her 
laboratory shaking her head and chuckling to herself. Emily Fox quickly shuts the case and turns innocently to confront Lady Grey) 

Lady Grey You're a good liar Fox, I knew you wouldn't just destroy that hand without a back-up plan 
Prof. E Fox I don't know what you mean my Lady 
Lady Grey Honey, you can't deceive me. I know you have something to hide and that doesn't really matter to me, you're looking 
after H and yourself and I'm proud of you 



Prof. E Fox I'm not bothered what you think my Lady 
Lady Grey I'm leaving Fox, I'm going with J-Wing. I will be leaving tonight and I just wanted to say goodbye 
Prof. E Fox Why are you going? You've got your own life here 
Lady Grey Everyone I knew and loved has gone, it’s only you left honey and honestly we've never really seen eye to eye 
Prof. E Fox Fair point I guess, but I've always respected you and I hope you feel the same 
Lady Grey Of course Fox, we make a great team! But there was something you said earlier that interested me 
Prof. E Fox What did I say?
Lady Grey You said you could bring G back from the dead 
Prof. E Fox Potentially yes, here . . . 

(Professor Emily Fox opens the case and gives Lady Grey a test tube and a syringe)

Lady Grey What's this?
Prof. E Fox It’s a serum I constructed from Queen Woo's DNA, if you can inject it into G's body it should bring him back and make 
him immortal 
Lady Grey Well my love I will keep hold of this and I will see what I can do. It’s worth a try and we'd both give anything to have him 
back 
Prof. E Fox Will you be able to get close enough to G's body?
Lady Grey I don't know, J-Wing won't like it but I promise I'll try Fox. As a final favour to you I swear I'll give it my best shot 
Prof. E Fox Well I'd be eternally grateful my Lady, it’s been a pleasure knowing you and I wish you all the luck in the world 
Lady Grey Lady Grey doesn't need luck, I make my own but one things for sure I'll miss our little spats my sweet. Take care of 
yourself and always keep one step ahead 

(Lady Grey winks at Professor Emily Fox and leaves the laboratory, concealing the tube and syringe in her coat pocket)

Scene 7 Lady Grey's Club

(Lady Grey walks up to the bar where Captain Constant and Commissioner Deeming are sitting listening to AJ talk about her past and her plans for the 
future. Lady Grey approaches and stands patiently behind AJ as she finishes her story. She checks her watch shakes her head, taps AJ on the shoulder 
and pulls her out a stool to sit on. AJ looks at her angrily, as she hates being interrupted and disrespected but Lady Grey just ignores her glance 
stepping towards Captain Constant. He stands and holds his hand out positively hoping Lady Grey will join their rebellion once more, AJ sits sulking in the
corner) 

Cptn Constant So pleased you've decided to join us again Grey 
Lady Grey Don't get all emotional Constant I'm only here to say goodbye 
AJ Goodbye? Where are you going honey? On holiday?
Lady Grey Sadly no my love I'm leaving with J-Wing tonight, he's taking me to live with his people 
Cptn Constant But they are lawful, peaceful people full of morality, and no disrespect Grey but you're . . . you 
Lady Grey I can be whatever I choose to be Constant and I haven't really got a choice 
AJ He's taking you against your will?
Lady Grey I only ever do what I choose to do honey, it’s just easier this way and in fairness I have nothing to stick around here for
C. Deeming Well if it’s what you want to do, then we bid you a fond farewell 
Cptn Constant And thank you for everything you've done 
Lady Grey No thanks required, I'm just tying up loose ends and I've got one more thing to do then I'm out of here. See you around 
chumps. . . 

Scene 8 Basement Laboratory Under Lady Grey's Club 

(Professor Emily Fox is walking slowly around the laboratory with H in her left arm. He is crying loudly as Emily Fox talks to her unwell son, she is visibly 
upset and holding a syringe in her right hand) 

Prof. E Fox I hate to see my little soldier in pain! Your temperature is through the roof! Maybe I should test my work on you? 
Morally it’s wrong I guess but scientifically it makes sense, you are an ideal test subject. I've created a mild fluid with powers that are easy to control 
and will help you escape from trouble! Just hold still my son, if this works you will never be sick again or ever feel physical pain. Hopefully it will give you 
the gift of flight and invisibility too which you should use if you're ever scared or in danger. This is for the best H, you will thank me in time! Trust me I'm 
your mother . . . 

(Professor Emily Fox calmly rolls up H's trousers and injects his thigh! H starts to cry even more) 



Prof. E Fox There, there little man, it’s ok, it’s all over, hush little baby mummy's here. . .

Scene 9 Constantopia City Centre

(Dr Dark and Reverend Cross are waiting patiently in front of their prisoners, the giant clock chimes from way above the stage and he gets ready to 
execute the men. Dr Dark coldly turns to face the prisoners as Reverend Cross looks egotistically out into appalled crowd who have been shocked into 
silence) 

Rev Cross Times up people, your hero has deserted you and it’s time for your comrades to face execution
Dr Dark  Witness my power, watch and be afraid 

(Dr Dark effortlessly points his hand at the prisoners and they all fall to the floor squirming in pain) 

Cptn Constant Stop this madness! You wanted me Dark, here I am, let my people go!
Dr Dark  Captain Constant, so you dare face me? You are brave but very foolish 
Cptn Constant Spare me the small talk, let my people go 
Dr Dark  I think not, guards kill this traitor and all that stand in your way 

(The Hooded Monks move into the crowds and start attacking innocent civilians) 

Cptn Constant AJ I'm gonna need your help 
AJ I've got your back Constant 

(Captain Constant and AJ advance through the crowd pushing the people behind them to safety. They suddenly stand face to face with the Hooded Monks )

Cptn Constant Remember the plan AJ?
AJ I do, you gonna be ok fighting all of these? At least save me some 
Cptn Constant There will be plenty, just wait for my cue 

(AJ retreats and blends back into the crowds as Captain Constant attacks the Hooded Monks with great strength and speed. He is beating them down 
one at a time with spinning kicks and punches. He lifts his hand in the air and lights a flare, he throws it at the Hooded Monks and it explodes in a ball of 
light. Dr Dark, Reverend Cross and the Hooded Monks are temporarily blinded and when their sight returns the prisoners are gone from the stage. 
Captain Constant stands triumphantly in the crowd staring straight at a perplexed Dr Dark) 

Dr Dark  Where have they gone?! You will pay for this trickery, you will all pay!!
Cptn Constant No Dark you will pay, you may have the power but we have the strength of numbers and we all believe in peace, we will 
be victorious. People of Constantopia, leave this city centre, go back to your homes let us deal with this monster 
Dr Dark  Wise words, come here Constant and deal with me now 
Cptn Constant Not yet, I must get back to my friends but your time will come and I will defeat you once and for all 

(AJ steps into the light followed by the relieved prisoners. She leads them to stand by the side of Captain Constant who is still focussed intensely on a 
livid Dr Dark. AJ smiles happily and puts her hand on Captain Constant's shoulder to break his gaze. He nods his approval to AJ and they walk away from 
the stage to the cheers and applause of the dispersing crowd. Dr Dark and Reverend Cross are left alone on stage fuming and humiliated)

Scene 10 Basement Laboratory Under Lady Grey's Club 

(Commissioner Deeming carefully and silently enters the laboratory at the request of Professor Emily Fox. She is sitting at her desk waiting for the 
Commissioner and stands to greet him. She looks at him warmly and slowly removes her glasses placing them next to a large incinerator. He 
respectfully stands in the doorway waiting to be invited in. Emily Fox beckons him to join her and gestures for him to sit on a hard wooden chair at the 
end of her desk. She opens a drawer, removes a large wooden box and places it on the desk. The Commissioner looks on in confusion) 

C. Deeming You called Fox?
Prof E. Fox I did Deeming, I'm ready to destroy the hand 
C. Deeming Well let's get this done then shall we? How are we disposing of this wretched thing?
Prof E. Fox Incineration old man, that's the only way. Here you go 

(Professor Emily Fox opens the box, reaches inside and gives Commissioner Deeming the remnants of Lord Black's hand. Commissioner Deeming gags 
slightly at the foul stench and leather like feel of the decaying skin)



C. Deeming What do you want me to do?
Prof E. Fox Place the hand on this grate, pull this handle down and then we watch it burn 

(Commissioner Deeming composes himself and places the hand into the furnace and quickly pulls the lever. Flames engulf the hand as it’s turned to ash) 

C. Deeming Thank you Fox, I'm so relieved that's over with. Now we're free, no more super human powers that we can't control. 
This is a good day 
Prof E. Fox Indeed it is, now we're all practically the same and once Dr Dark is defeated we will have nothing left to fear. A 
peaceful, profitable future is assured 
C. Deeming I hope so, now finish the weapon please Fox we need it as soon as possible. How's H? I heard he was unwell 
Prof E. Fox Thank you for your concern, it’s much appreciated but the little man is much better now. The fever has totally gone 
C. Deeming That's amazing, he is a strong little fella. He'll certainly grow into a powerful young man 
Prof E. Fox Of course he will, I'm gonna make damn sure of that Deeming. Powerful won't even begin to describe him . . . 

Episode 7: ‘THE DARKNESS OF CONSTANTOPIA (part 5)'
Scene Breakdown & Scripture

Scene 1 Broadcast Room

(A joyous Commissioner Deeming sits at the microphone in the dark recording studio, he is still jubilant at Captain Constants brave and bold rescue in 
the City Centre. He checks his watch and wishes time would fly quickly. He sees Professor Emily Fox in the control booth and looks impatiently at her 
whilst tapping his watch. She ignores his gesture and carries on checking levels on her sound desk. After a while she calmly looks up and nods slowly at 
Commissioner Deeming who is so eager to begin his head looks as if it may explode)

C. Deeming This morning you have all witnessed our strength. The courageous rescue of the brave citizens in the city centre only 
hours ago is a clear message that democracy will win the day. Captain Constant stood amongst you all and stood face to face with the evil tyrant Dr Dark
himself, he didn't flinch and he didn't waiver from his mission. There is nothing to fear, we are fighting for you and we will stand by your side in times of 
peril. I hear voices calling for me to rise against this evil and lead you all into a new fairer world. These words are truly humbling but I must insist I am 
not your leader; I am just a man like any of you. I long for peace and justice and freedom for all mankind, and that my friends, is what we'll achieve. We 
must all stand together as one, today and in the years to come!

Scene 2 The Palace

(Dr Dark is storming around the Palace in a rage destroying valuable ornaments and artwork as he crashes down every corridor. Reverend Cross 
quickly follows behind him trying desperately to avoid his wrath and the flying objects exploding all around him. Eventually Dr Dark's rampage of 
devastation ends as he hammers through the Throne Room door, however he is even more enraged to see J-Wing sitting serenely in his Throne waiting 
for him) 

J-Wing In five of your earth hours I will return here and arrest you Dark. This is your last chance, come peacefully or face my wrath 
Dr Dark Don't try my patience spaceman, do I look like I'm in the mood for you right now?
J-Wing I would suggest that your embarrassment earlier would serve as warning to you that you're not as powerful as you think
Dr Dark I am more powerful than you can possibly imagine. You think you have seen my full potential from wherever you have been 
observing. But you are wrong 
J-Wing I have seen all your tricks, all your schemes, all your fights and all your deception. Nothing you can do will ever surprise me Dark 
Dr Dark Well that's where your downfall will be my flying friend. My power knows no bounds and I look forward to destroying you in a few 
hours from now 
J-Wing If you make it that long 
Dr Dark What do you mean?
J-Wing You've angered the humans, they're not afraid of you any more They rally behind this Deeming character; they hang on his every 
word. He has control of the people, not you 
Dr Dark Well we'll soon see about that. I've got five hours to end this pathetic rebellion then I'll destroy you, and the World will fear Dr Dark
once more!

Scene 3 Lady Grey's Club

(Captain Constant and Commissioner Deeming sit optimistically looking at Professor Emily Fox struggling to move a giant statue into position and AJ 



preparing what looks like a giant silver gun. AJ can't hide her excitement at the prospect of finally testing their invention. Emily Fox finally puts the 
statue in position, she turns to face the men. She is a little flushed and out of breath but she adjusts her glasses and confidently addresses her captive 
audience) 

Prof E. Fox Ok gentlemen if you're sitting comfortably, AJ will now fire this weapon 
Cptn Constant How can we be sure it'll work?
Prof E. Fox Because Constant, I'm an absolute genius of the highest proportion 
C. Deeming Ok Fox, so talk us through it 
Prof E. Fox Well you will aim and fire the weapon like so . . . 

(AJ grins as if in some form of euphoric state, she aims the weapon at the statue and pulls the trigger. The gun fires a blue beam of light which hits the 
statue creating a blue force field around the stone figurine) 

Cptn Constant So what is happening now?
Prof E. Fox The force field surrounding the target will temporarily remove any super natural power that the target may possess 
C. Deeming Brilliant work Fox!
Cptn Constant You said temporarily, you can't remove the powers forever? How long do we have?
Prof E. Fox Sadly no Constant, the DNA strands were somewhat deformed and damaged. I had to reconstruct them myself meaning
they are not an exact copy of Anastasia's 
C. Deeming So how long will we have?
Prof E. Fox To be safe I'd say five to ten minutes
C. Deeming That doesn't give us much time at all 
Cptn Constant It will be enough. It'll have to be enough . . . 

Scene 4 Clayton's Café

(Lady Grey sits alone in deep contemplation, she is drinking iced tea in the empty café when J-Wing slowly enters. He spots Lady Grey's bluish 
complexion from the door way and strolls over to her table. He looks at her to try and gauge her feelings towards his offer but she is an expert at 
keeping her emotions hidden. He sits down and waits expectantly for Lady Grey to speak but she just stares, looking quizzically at his smooth green skin ) 

J-Wing So what's it to be Grey?
Lady Grey I will come with you honey, I have no reason to stay and I want to be close to G when . . . 
J-Wing . . . When what?
Lady Grey Mmmm, when he faces your courts, he shouldn't have to face them alone 
J-Wing But he is dead Grey, what good can you be to a dead man?
Lady Grey I promised I wouldn't leave him and someone has to speak on his behalf 
J-Wing Careful Grey, you must choose sides. If you want my help you must forget G and leave him to our courts. You can't save
him, he must face up to his crimes and you need to be seen as a reformed 
character. Speaking on behalf of a known murderer, warrior and destroyer of World's would place you as an accomplice! Come with me now we have 
work to do and I need you to tell me all you know about Dr Dark 
Lady Grey You do know that Constant is planning to take him out too?
J-Wing He is a very capable man, but he will have to leave this to me. Now tell me about Dr Dark 
Lady Grey Well honey, where to begin? My naughty little uncle cannot be trusted and should never be under estimated. I first met 
him back in . . . 

(Lady Grey and J-Wing stand up and walk off deep in conversation)

Scene 5 The Palace

(Dr Dark sits in his throne trying to stay relaxed and focussed on the mission ahead. However Reverend Cross is hurriedly rushing about finding things 
to occupy his troubled mind. He is picking up shards of glass and broken ornaments whilst ordering the Hooded Monks to get prepared for war. Dr Dark 
tries hard to ignore the Reverend's fussing but the crashing and banging disturbs his tranquil state, he flies to his feet and screams in frustration. A 
shocked Reverend Cross stops in his tracks and looks up fearfully awaiting his master's response. Dr Dark however sinks calmly back into his throne 
and closes his eyes, as Reverend Cross cautiously approaches )

Rev Cross Do you really think you can defeat that Watcher my Lord?
Dr Dark Of course I can, there's not a man on this planet who can stop me 
Rev Cross Your confidence is reassuring, but something tells me he won't go down without one hell of a fight 
Dr Dark That spaceman doesn't concern me. I've faced many foes in my life countless times scarier than him. What worries me 



is the support that old fool Deeming is developing 
Rev Cross Yes we should have killed him when we had the chance 
Dr Dark If these people lose their fear they may all turn on me. We can't have that Reverend, I am all powerful but not even I 
can defeat every living being on this planet 
Rev Cross So what do we do?
Dr Dark We find where these broadcasts are coming from 
Rev Cross Or we find Deeming 
Dr Dark Either way he must be stopped. Reverend I need you to put an end to this, stop the broadcasts and bring me Deeming 
Rev Cross I will do that straight away my lord 
Dr Dark I won't have anyone else sharing my limelight. I am the King, this is my world now and I won't have my slaves following 
that bumbling old fool!

Scene 6 Lady Grey's Club

(A determined and assured J-Wing enters the club with an imperious Lady Grey at his side. AJ is trying to teach an engrossed Captain Constant how to 
operate their new weapon. Commissioner Deeming sits studiously in the corner preparing his next broadcast. All three of them are so focussed on their 
work that the appearance of J-Wing and Lady Grey goes unnoticed. Lady Grey taps her cane loudly on the floor, Captain Constant, AJ and Commissioner 
Deeming look up in surprise. J-Wing smoothly steps forward and spreads his muscular green arms in an attempt to show that he means no harm) 

J-Wing I've come to thank you for all you have done. Your support and help has been appreciated 
Cptn Constant It’s been a pleasure, but we can still be of use to you 
AJ Think about it beautiful, together we can easily defeat Dr Dark
 J-Wing As much as I appreciate your efforts and I honestly do, you must leave this fight to me and Lady Grey. There are 
procedures we have to follow 
Cptn Constant You may have your galactic laws and moral codes but you're on my planet now so I'm in charge and you'll follow my 
lead 
Lady Grey Careful Constant, that sounds like a threat 
C. Deeming There was no threat and no offence meant 
Cptn Constant This is my city, so it’s my fight. You can come and support me if you choose 
J-Wing I respect your noble ambitions young Captain but I'm afraid you have no choice. If you get in my way I will have to 
arrest you too for assisting a known inter-galactic fugitive 
Cptn Constant This is madness! I'm going to make sure Dark is gone forever with your help, or without it 
J-Wing So be it Constant, just make sure you don't get in my way 

(Captain Constant is annoyed by J-Wing's lack of respect and storms up to the winged warrior to confront him. AJ and Commissioner Deeming quickly 
jump in between the two men and fight to separate them. Lady Grey uses this act of aggression as a distraction a slips away unnoticed towards the 
basement) 

AJ Boys, boys calm down, we're on the same side 
C. Deeming She is right surely we can work together?
J-Wing I'm sorry, you're good souls and I know you mean well but you must leave this to me. He has too much power for you 
mere mortals to contain. This is the reason I'm here, this is my purpose 
Cptn Constant I will be there, I will be watching every move and if I fear for the safety of my city I will step in 
J-Wing I will not fail, I must not fail but if you wish to witness how us Watchers dispense justice then you're more than 
welcome to observe me in action 
C. Deeming  That's a deal, we'll be there just in case 
Cptn Constant I will be there and I'll be ready to end this once and for all regardless of what you say J-Wing. . .
 
Scene 7 Basement Laboratory under Lady Grey's Club 

(Lady Grey creeps quietly into the laboratory to see Professor Emily Fox before she leaves with J-Wing. She checks over her shoulder to make sure that
they are alone and silently enters into the dark basement. Emily Fox is sitting in the corner feeding H with a bottle peacefully singing to him, she instantly
stops when she realises Lady Grey is watching her. Lady Grey smirks as if to mock how soft Emily Fox has become, but Emily Fox glares threateningly 
back at her. Lady Grey holds her hands up to signify an apology and Emily Fox reluctantly invites her in) 

Lady Grey Hey Fox, I'm going with J-Wing tonight but I'm worried he knows I plan to do something with G's body 
Prof E. Fox Why would he be suspicious?
Lady Grey He has watched us for years he must know we wouldn't just let him die. He knows you have the intelligence and I have 
the means to bring him back and he won't allow that 



Prof E. Fox I don't see how that changes a damn thing my Lady 
Lady Grey It does, he needs to know he can trust me. I can't go against his will or he'll shackle me and our opportunity will have 
passed 
Prof E. Fox So are you saying to me that you aren't going to give G my cure?
Lady Grey No Fox, of course I'm not I want him back as much as you but I need to wait until Dark is in custody and J-Wing is 
otherwise occupied 
Prof E. Fox Sounds to me like you're loyalty has switched. I don't think you want G back at all, I think that if you bring him back to 
life then J-Wing will have to arrest you and you don't want to be imprisoned forever. But if G remains dead you can be free, J-Wings glamorous 
‘assistant’
Lady Grey I can't believe you actually think that honey 
Prof E. Fox I wouldn't even hesitate in this decision, I would spend a lifetime in bondage if it meant G could live another day 
Lady Grey It’s not that simple, I promise I will think . . . 
Prof E. Fox . . . There's nothing to think about, he saved you, he protected you and he loved you! He deserves your loyalty 
Lady Grey I will do what I need to do honey, I'm only loyal to myself, so goodbye Fox and maybe I'll see you again

(Lady Grey turns coldly and leaves as Professor Emily Fox screams in anger and starts smashing her lab to pieces)

Scene 8 Constantopia City Centre

(Commissioner Deeming is wearing a baseball cap as he goes for a walk to grab some supplies. Although he is in disguise he is recognised by a crowd of
civilians in the City Centre and mobbed by his supporters! They cheer and chant his name which doesn't go unnoticed by Reverend Cross and his Hooded
Monks who are passing nearby. The Hooded Monks quickly surround Commissioner Deeming who stands defiant as Reverend Cross confronts him) 

Rev Cross Former Commissioner Deeming, we have come to place you under arrest. Come with us peacefully please, no need to 
make this difficult 

(The crowd of civilians gather in a circle around Commissioner Deeming to protect him from the army of Hooded Monks but he pushes them aside and 
walks confidently towards Reverend Cross) 

C. Deeming Please my people do not resist these guards, they long to silence my voice but while you all live and breathe spread my
word of peace and hope. I am just another man, they can kill me but my message will live on, have faith that the power of the people is stronger than the 
will of one man 
Rev Cross This man talks nonsense, do not oppose the will of Dr Dark and The Ministry, we rule these lands now and no one will 
stop us 

(The crowds push past the Commissioner and advance aggressively towards the Hooded Monks and Reverend Cross who stand their ground. Again 
Commissioner Deeming pushes his way to the front of the crowd and halts their attack) 

C. Deeming Do not fight, you cannot win this battle, stay strong, please go now and live to fight another day. The war can still be 
won 
Rev Cross Listen to the old man, run away like the cowards you are. At last Deeming my Lord can finally shut your mouth for good.
You have caused us more trouble than you're worth 
C. Deeming I haven't even started yet, just wait. When you kill me my message will become stronger and stronger, the people will 
rise against you 
Rev Cross We won't be killing you fool, we don't want a martyr. We will break you and you will become the voice of Dr Dark 
C. Deeming I will never do that, you'll have to kill me!
Rev Cross We will see, my master can be quite persuasive . . . 

Scene 9 Lady Grey's Club

(Captain Constant wanders into the main room looking for Commissioner Deeming. AJ is sitting proudly polishing her weapon ready for the battle when 
Captain Constant approaches her. She looks at him with pride as she strokes her gun, Captain Constant looks at her with a worried expression on his 
face) 

Cptn Constant Where's Deeming gone? I need to talk to him about his final address 
AJ He went out for some fresh air, he said he'd only be gone for a few minutes 
Cptn Constant That's not like him, he's a very disciplined man and always punctual 



(Professor Emily Fox bursts through the door in a state of panic) 

Prof E. Fox I've just been scanning all the local radio frequencies and rumours suggest Deeming has been captured. But I thought 
he wasn't allowed to leave the club?
AJ He went out for walk Fox
Cptn Constant So we must assume that the rumours are correct, what was he thinking?!
AJ Clearly he wasn't, I hope the old man is ok 
Prof E. Fox He won't be for long, once Dr Dark gets his hands on him. No doubt he'll get tortured or worse still, executed 
Cptn Constant He doesn't deserve that, we must help him 
AJ The three of us can't just storm the palace, that would be suicide 
Cptn Constant True, we must think of another way. Fox do you have anything we can use to help save Deeming? 
Prof E. Fox Leave it with me Constant I'll go and see what I can rustle up 
Cptn Constant Please hurry - he hasn't got long!

Scene 10 The Palace

(Dr Dark stands in front of a television camera ready to address the nation. Beside him sits a shackled and beaten Commissioner Deeming looking 
tearfully into the screen. Dr Dark puts his hand triumphantly on the Commissioner's head and looks happily at his beaten adversary) 

Dr Dark Your hero, your leader, your voice of peace and hope sits here a broken man. Deeming has submitted to my rule, to my
laws and to my future, so should the rest of you. I will no longer stand for any protests or uprisings against my leadership. If Deeming believes in my 
methods and my ideals the rest of you should follow his lead like the sheep you are. Tomorrow when I have dealt with the terrorist threat of J-Wing and 
captured the traitor Captain Constant, Deeming will address you all. He will confess that he was wrong and that I am the one true ruler of this World and 
my will should be obeyed. . .

Episode 8: ‘THE DARKNESS OF CONSTANTOPIA (part 5)'
Scene Breakdown & Scripture

Scene 1 Broadcast Room

(Captain Constant sits with a steely look of intensity on his face. He is staring impatiently at the microphone waiting to broadcast to the nation. He is 
concerned for his friend and angry at Dr Dark's cowardice. Professor Emily Fox and AJ are working busily in the operating booth and eventually look up 
from the sound desk straight into the driven eyes of Captain Constant. He grabs the microphone roughly and pulls it to his mouth) 

Cptn Constant This is Captain Constant giving you, the people, this emergency broadcast. I am not a man of many words, I don't make 
speeches or court fame but I am a man of honour and a man of my word. I will stand up against evil and fight for the weak. Marcus Deeming is not a 
soldier or a man of violence, he has based his whole career upon the belief that one day our great city will be at peace. I will not allow him to be bullied 
and I will not stand by while Dr Dark threatens the people of this city. People of Constantopia please ignore the accusations of Dr Dark, he is trying to 
deceive and trick you all. I have known Marcus Deeming for many years and there is no way he would ever support that evil tyrant. He believes in 
democracy and the freedom of choice, we all have the power to believe so put your faith in your neighbour and I promise we shall triumph this night. 
Thanks for your time, now Deeming old friend I'm coming for you . . .

Scene 2 Outskirts of the City

(A group of Hooded Monks have located J-Wing's ship hidden in a cave by a fast flowing river. They have created a perimeter around the entrance of the 
cave and are awaiting the arrival of Dr Dark and Reverend Cross before they enter the ship. On top of a big hill looking down the valley towards the cave 
are two figures. They appear as shadows to the Hooded Monks who are on surveillance as the couple move towards their perimeter. The Hooded Monks 
create a battle line and draw their weapons ready for an attack as J-Wing and Lady Grey come out of the shadows to confront their enemy) 

J-Wing Step away from my ship or else 
Hooded Monk Or else what? You are a known terrorist and a threat to our King. This ship is now the property of our lord and master 
Dr Dark 
J-Wing I'm warning you, if you do not leave this area I will be forced to defend myself 
Hooded Monk We will not be intimidated, you plan to destroy the King and we will not allow it 
Lady Grey I don't think talking is gonna solve this one sugar, time for action?
J-Wing Looks that way, why does everyone on this planet want to fight all the time?
Lady Grey We bore easily



J-Wing I have warned you but you do not heed my words, now you will suffer the consequences 

(J-Wing floats into the sky as the Hooded Monks open fire upon them. Lady Grey shows great agility as she avoids their blasts and attacks them with 
venom and precision. J-Wing quickly flies towards the Hooded Monks to support Lady Grey unleashing his lasers . Their combined force is too much for 
the Hooded Monks and they are defeated as Lady Grey smacks her cane around the last Monks face knocking him unconscious. J-Wing calmly lands next 
to an enthused Lady Grey who kicks a squirming Monk in the chest as they both walk towards the cave) 

Lady Grey I'll be sad when this is all over honey, I'm gonna miss these fights 
J-Wing Fighting never solves anything Grey, we should always look for a peaceful route to achieve our goals. Violence should 
be a last resort 
Lady Grey Act first, think later sugar that's my motto. Never done me any harm 
J-Wing You have a lot to learn about the way of the Watchers 
Lady Grey And you have a lot to learn about Lady Grey, I've never been a very good student. . .

Scene 3 Lady Grey's Club

(Captain Constant sits looking troubled as AJ comes in and throws a sympathetic arm around her friend. Professor Emily Fox is sitting at the bar 
smirking to herself as she performs some scientific calculations on her lap top. Captain Constant looks up at AJ who can sense his sorrow and loss, she 
kisses his head then turns to see if Emily Fox has anything comforting to say. However she is still only focussed on her work and shows no emotion or 
sadness)

AJ That was an inspirational broadcast Constant, the old man would be proud 
Cptn Constant Thanks AJ, did you ladies find anything while I was in the broadcast room?

(Professor Emily Fox looks up from her lap top and pulls a mischievous grin) 

Prof. E Fox Luckily Constant I didn't destroy everything linked to the hand 
Cptn Constant But I thought you said you destroyed the hand and all your research . . ?
Prof. E Fox I know what I said Constant, but a few tiny little things might have been put aside 
Cptn Constant I'm not using anything associated with that damn hand! 
AJ Hear her out Constant, it might be the only way to save your friend 
Cptn Constant Ok I'm listening Fox 
Prof. E Fox You remember Colonel Lens?
Cptn Constant I remember the fake one Dr Dark constructed to spy on G. He was originally a military man put in charge of Dr Dark 
and G in the old alliance 
AJ All very interesting Constant, but Fox how does this help us?
Prof. E Fox The original Colonel Lens could teleport his body to any pre planned destination using his mind 
Cptn Constant So you've created a teleporting device?
Prof. E Fox Exactly Constant, I've harnessed his power and built this 

(Professor Emily Fox stands and walks over to where Captain Constant and AJ are sitting and pulls out two red metal balls from her lab coat) 

AJ They're cute 
Prof. E Fox Indeed they are honey! One of these red orbs has a button attached to it so you must keep hold of that one Constant. 
The two orbs are linked so if two people are holding the separate devices they will both be transported back to this location 
Cptn Constant So let me get this straight, Deeming holds this orb and I hold the other one? I will press this button and we're both 
simultaneously transported back here?
Prof. E Fox That is correct 
AJ But how does Constant get the orb into Deeming's hand? Surely he'll be shackled?
Prof. E Fox I can't do everything honey, that's gonna have to be down to Constant 
Cptn Constant Never fear I'm sure I'll find a way, it’s not a flawless plan but it'll have to do. Thanks Fox, now let's hope these things 
work. . . 

Scene 4 Inside J-Wing's Ship

(Lady Grey is alone in J-Wing's ship. She wanders past the cock pit area where lights flash and countless buttons of different colours and sizes burst out
from a large metallic desk. She looks around to gain her bearings and wanders past a large black chair into a corridor with walls covered in metallic 
blue. There is very little character to the design of the ship but she is strolling around gazing in wonder at the alien technology she has never seen 
before. At the end of the corridor she reaches a locked door, she removes her glove and quickly checks to make sure she is not being watched. Lady 



Grey touches the lock and it freezes, she then jabs it with her cane and the door flies open. Inside the room is pitch black, she cautiously steps in and the
lights suddenly turn on revealing the motionless pale body of Papa G hanging from huge silver shackles. Lady Grey walks over puts her glove back on and
puts her hand on his chest) 

Lady Grey Hello my love, I thought it would be easy to just leave you in this state, then at least I could carry on our work. But just 
looking at you there so helpless, so weak and so exposed, you'd hate what's about to happen to you honey. If I brought you back I'd be locked away and 
Lady Grey needs to be free, you understand that right? But if I saved you at least I’d have you near me. This is too hard! But I guess this was your choice,
you chose to die, maybe it’s what you wanted . . . 

(J-Wing rushes into the capsule and looks disapprovingly at Lady Grey who gazes uncomfortably back) 

J-Wing It'd be easier for you to let go if you didn't visit him 
Lady Grey How long have you been standing there?
J-Wing Not long, why? Do you have something to hide?
Lady Grey Not at all I was just confessing to things that I don't want people to know. Lady Grey doesn't do emotions 
J-Wing Feelings make you weak, deal in black and white, in right and wrong. That way you'll never get confused 
Lady Grey But where's the fun in that? I've spent my whole life living in different shades of grey! There's always room for a bit of 
naughtiness 
J-Wing Not in my World Grey! Now come on we have a criminal to catch 
Lady Grey Honey, you need to loosen up a bit, one day I'll . . . 
J-Wing . . . GREY... NOW!!!
Lady Grey Yes Sir! 

(Turning back to the body of Papa G) 

Lady Grey Wow G, that guy is absolutely no fun at all. . . 

Scene 5 The Palace

(Captain Constant is led into the Throne Room by an ecstatic Reverend Cross. He looks defeated as he steps towards the Throne with his hands raised, 
this pleases Dr Dark who stands to greet his nemesis. Captain Constant shows no fear as Dr Dark walks menacingly towards him and methodically 
searches his body for weapons) 

Rev Cross My Lord I have Captain Constant here to speak with you 
Dr Dark This is a bold move Constant, even for you. You come alone and unarmed to confront me? Even you are not this foolish 
surely
Cptn Constant I have not come here to fight you Dark. I am handing myself to you on a plate, do with me what you will 

(Captain Constant bows his head and sinks to his knees as Dr Dark laughs uncontrollably) 

Dr Dark Ha! The legendary Captain Constant kneels before me, giving himself freely to my will. This is too Convenient! You must 
want something in return . . ?
Cptn Constant I want you to release Marcus Deeming, he is weak and has no real authority. I am the beacon of hope in this city and if 
you release Deeming I will serve you as my King 
Rev Cross This is a good deal my Lord, having the great Captain Constant at our side would finally stop this rebellion 
Dr Dark If you can prove your allegiance then I will let the old man go 
Cptn Constant How can I prove my allegiance to you my Lord?
Dr Dark Break his arm
Cptn Constant You said you'd let him go
Dr Dark And I will, after you break his arm, Reverend give him that sceptre 

(Reverend Cross cackles as he hands Captain Constant his solid silver sceptre then drapes Commissioner Deeming's arm over a chair) 

Rev Cross Now Constant, break his arm 

(Captain Constant slowly steps towards a defenceless Commissioner Deeming as Dr Dark and Reverend Cross watch on with glee) 

Cptn Constant I'm sorry old friend, but I must do this. Hold on to this ball it will help with the pain 



(Captain Constant hands Commissioner Deeming a red orb that he has removed from his pocket. The Captain then forcefully raises the sceptre into the 
air ready to strike. Commissioner Deeming closes his eyes and braces himself for the painful blow) 

Dr Dark Don't delay Constant, break it now or I will kill him where he stands 
Cptn Constant Not today Dark, I'll be seeing you very soon 

(Captain Constant lowers the sceptre and puts his hand into his pocket, suddenly both he and Commissioner Deeming vanish. The sceptre crashes to the
floor) 

Dr Dark What happened?!! Find them! Search the palace! I can't have them getting away!
Rev Cross Guards get out of here and bring them to me! It must be a trick, people don't just disappear!
Dr Dark (Applauds and laughs) The ball! Very clever, it was a trick! We've been played Reverend, our enemy is cunning. Constant
was using a device that Fox must have developed, that girl is becoming a real nuisance 
Rev Cross So they've escaped? What do we do now?
Dr Dark We wait Reverend, be patient they will come to us. We will eliminate the spaceman and that annoying Captain at the 
same time. Then the World will finally be ours. . .

Scene 6 Lady Grey's Club

(Captain Constant and a perplexed Commissioner Deeming suddenly appear in the club, as Professor Emily Fox and AJ stand expectantly. They have 
prepared their weapon and AJ holds a huge wooden box tightly, impatiently tapping her foot. Captain Constant takes the orb off a still shaken up 
Commissioner Deeming and hands them back to Emily Fox. He nods with approval at Emily Fox who smiles back pleased with the results. The 
Commissioner scratches his head as AJ and Emily Fox discuss attack plans with Captain Constant by the bar) 

C. Deeming What the hell happened there? I thought we were for it 
Cptn Constant Fox created a teleporting device which worked like a dream 
Prof. E Fox Of course it worked, I told you it would and now for the final showdown 
C. Deeming How did you make this device?
Prof. E Fox By using some of the DNA I extracted from the hand 
C. Deeming But we destroyed it all Fox, I was there, I witnessed it 
Cptn Constant Let's not argue Deeming, you are safe and that's all that matters. We must leave now and stop Dr Dark 
Prof. E Fox I've got the weapon all boxed up, we're ready to fight 
C. Deeming You're not going Fox, you're staying here well out of the way 
Prof. E Fox What do you mean? The only reason we have any chance at defeating Dr Dark at all is down to me. You live because of 
my inventions, yet you won't let me fight for you?!
C. Deeming You lied about the hand, you lie to us again and again. Maybe you only want to come along to try and save your precious
G. I don't trust your motives or your priorities 
Prof. E Fox But I need to operate this weapon 
Cptn Constant I'm sorry Fox but I agree with Deeming, your mind is not solely on the mission. You could be a liability 
AJ  I can use the weapon Fox, sit this one out, stay here with H and take some time off 
Prof. E Fox This isn't fair, I've done everything you've asked of me and yet you treat me like a criminal. I've had enough of this - I'm 
taking H and leaving this place, you're on your own now. You should learn some respect and when I return I will get that respect one way or another! 

(Professor Emily Fox storms upstairs and returns moments later carrying H and a suitcase. AJ tries to stop her, but she just brushes past AJ's 
outstretched arms and storms out of the club) 

AJ She's right you know!
Cptn Constant I know, she'll calm down and when this is over her hard work will be rewarded 
C. Deeming We're running out of time, let's get to the palace before we're too late...

Scene 7 Outside The Palace

(J-Wing's ship lands and the door lowers. J-Wing and Lady Grey walk purposefully down the ramp towards the Palace steps. On the steps stands Dr 
Dark, Reverend Cross and hundreds of Hooded Monks who move towards the intruders in unison. Dr Dark looks controlled as he walks up to J-Wing) 

J-Wing Time is up Dr Dark, will you come with me peacefully?
Dr Dark Do I even have to answer that question?



J-Wing I thought as much...

(Dr Dark raises his hands in the air and dark clouds suddenly appear overhead. J-Wing flies into the sky and opens fire on Dr Dark, however the villain 
manages to disappear and reappear at will. As Dr Dark avoids every shot a lightning bolt suddenly shoots out of the clouds and penetrates J-Wings right
wing and he spins out of control. J-Wing lies startled on the floor as Lady Grey steps in front to protect him) 

Rev Cross Get them, kill them!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Lady Grey It’s play time 

(Lady Grey single handedly combats the Hooded Monks turning them to ice or knocking them to the floor. More Monks appear from the Palace and Lady 
Grey charges straight at the new force. J-Wing regains his feet as Dr Dark and his army approach his position sensing victory) 

Dr Dark Now spaceman you will learn the meaning of true power 
J-Wing You haven't won yet Dark 

(J-Wing lifts his right arm and fires another shot from close range but Dr Dark catches the laser beam in his hand and throws it back straight through 
J-Wings other wing. J-Wing screams in agony as he tumbles to floor again. In the distance Lady Grey is beginning to get outnumbered) 

Dr Dark You have lost your advantage, you didn't know I could create storms did you?
J-Wing That was a clever trick Dark
Dr Dark Now you will breathe your last 

(Dr Dark raises his hands again as a cloud moves over head. Again a lightning bolt shoots out but J-Wing manages to create a force field around himself 
and the bolt explodes in a ball of light knocking a shocked Dr Dark off his feet) 

J-Wing I too have a few tricks up my sleeve, now this should hold you 

(J-Wing shoots a green ray which acts as a restraint around Dr Dark, his body is paralysed. Dr Dark struggles and screams in frustration)  

J-Wing You will come with me
Rev Cross No he will not 

(Reverend Cross appears from out of nowhere and hits J-Wing round the back of the head with his sceptre. J-Wing turns and grabs the terrified 
Reverend Cross, however in the distraction Dr Dark manages to escape his restraints and grabs J-Wing's throat. J-Wing is forced to release Reverend 
Cross who slumps to the floor gasping for air) 

Dr Dark Thank you Reverend, it appears I under estimated you Watcher. Now I will watch you fade and die 

(A crazed Dr Dark squeezes the life out of J-Wing, his eyes begin to close. On the Palace steps Lady Grey is slowly getting out-numbered by the ever 
growing army of Hooded Monks) 

Cptn Constant Now AJ! 

(Suddenly Captain Constant and AJ burst through the gates. AJ fires the weapon which hits Dr Dark at the first attempt. His body glows blue as his grip 
on J-Wing weakens and the Watcher falls to the floor. Commissioner Deeming rushes to the aid of J-Wing) 

Dr Dark Yet again you interfere in my business Constant! Did you think this weapon would destroy me? I am Dr Dark! I am all 
powerful!
Cptn Constant Not any more you're not 

(Captain Constant runs at Dr Dark who frantically tries to use his power but the clouds have now gone and the moon shines bright in the night sky. 
Commissioner Deeming helps J-Wing to his feet, then together with a heavily armed AJ they help Lady Grey defeat the army of Hooded Monks ) 

Dr Dark What have you done to me? I'll get you for this!
Cptn Constant Not this time Dark 

(Captain Constant attacks Dr Dark and easily over powers him, knocking him unconscious with one punch. Captain Constant picks him up over his 



shoulder and runs to J-Wing's ship where a jubilant J-Wing stands with Lady Grey nursing her injuries and AJ still lovingly stroking her weapons. 
Commissioner Deeming casually strolls over brimming with pride) 

J-Wing I was wrong about you Constant, you are Earth's hero and I will spread word of your honour, skill and bravery 
Cptn Constant Thank you friend, but he'll be awake soon. You must restrain him before he comes to 
J-Wing I will Captain, it was an honour to fight alongside you soldier, I owe you my life. If you ever need support you can always
count on the help of the Watchers 
Cptn Constant That is much appreciated but we achieved this together, all of us. I hope to see you again soon, now take your prisoner 
and see that justice is done 
J-Wing I promise you I shall, goodbye brave warriors. Come Grey it’s time to go 

(Captain Constant ceremoniously passes Dr Dark's unconscious body to J-Wing who carries him onto the ship. The people of Constantopia begin to file 
through the Palace Gates and attack the surviving Hooded Monks. Soon there is no one left to fight and the masses rejoice at humanities victory. In the 
doorway of J-Wing's ship Lady Grey looks back and winks at the celebrating crowd as the ships door closes behind them)
 
Scene 8 Inside J-Wing's Ship

(J-Wing carries Dr Dark into a small room and shackles him tightly to the wall. He walks over to the far wall and presses a green button. The room is 
suddenly filled with bright light as the ultra-violet lights burst on. J-Wing moves back towards his prisoner as he begins to come round. Dr Dark's eyes 
open slowly as they adjust to the bright light and his new surroundings. His vision may be impaired but he can hear J-Wing's footsteps coming closer 
and the muffled sound of Lady Grey's voice in the distance. He soon realises where he is and concludes that Lady Grey and Papa G must be in the next 
cell. J-Wing watches him patiently with extreme pleasure at his apprehension. In the other room unseen by J-Wing Lady Grey pulls out Professor Emily 
Fox's syringe from her coat pocket and looks at it thoughtfully) 

Dr Dark Where am I? Where are you taking me?
J-Wing You are to be taken to the Watchers mother ship to be judged by our Commodore for your crimes against this World 
Dr Dark These shackles can't hold me! 

(Dr Dark struggles to free himself but he is stuck and unable to move) 

J-Wing Don't fight it Dark your powers are useless on this ship. You are in my World now and you have no strength here 
Dr Dark Maybe so, but then why if I am of no importance are you in here with me rather than watching what Lady Grey is up to next door?
J-Wing What do you mean? 

(J-Wing suddenly realises that Lady Grey has been manipulating him all this time and his look of arrogance is suddenly replaced by panic. He rushes out 
of the brightly lit room with the sound of Dr Dark's laughter following him down the corridor) 

Dr Dark Better fly spaceman 
J-Wing Don't do it Grey, I'm warning you, don't do it . . . 

(J-Wing rushes into the room as Lady Grey places the needle next to Papa G's neck and smiles blissfully. J-Wing is too late there is nothing he can do to 
stop her) 

Lady Grey I promised you, I promised Fox, now please come back to me. A life without you is a life not worth living 

(Lady Grey kisses his cheek and pushes the serum into Papa G's veins)

Scene 9 Stage outside the Palace

(Five years have passed and the City of Constantopia is now at peace. The now President Marcus Deeming stands in front of the Royal Palace talking to 
thousands of his loyal supporters. He now rules the nation of Marvinium and has been elected by the people to begin his fifth straight term in office ) 

C. Deeming Five years ago today we defeated the greatest evil this World has ever seen. We faced terror and fear, the likes of 
which we have never known and I hope to never see again. Since then after my fourth year in office our World has been at peace. We may not have 
captured Reverend Cross or totally eliminated the specials from our lands but we have learnt to live side by side for humanities gain. Captain Constant 
controls the city and crime is practically a thing of the past. We have much to be thankful for, but mostly be thankful for your freedom. I promised you a 
life without fear and I feel I have delivered. Vice President Fox and myself are proud of the work we have done and her home for the rehabilitation of the 
specials has been a huge success. Thank you for keeping your faith, now we can look forward to a brighter future where we can all be treated as equal...



Scene 10 The Side of the Stage

(There is mass applause and hysteria from the watching crowd. President Deeming bows and thanks all his supporters for their continued faith. On the 
side of the stage out of the limelight Captain Constant, AJ, Vice President Emily Fox and a young H stand humbly and contented watching the 
celebrations) 

Cptn Constant He's getting good at these speeches 
AJ The people certainly love him and he certainly loves the adulation 
Cptn Constant I don't think he does it for himself AJ 
AJ Everyone is in it for themselves honey, at the end of the day we're all selfish and crave personal success and power 
Cptn Constant Not Deeming or myself, what about you Fox? You managed to forgive us and now your one of us again just like before 
Prof. E Fox I may have forgiven, but I never forget Constant and I'm not the same person I was 
Cptn Constant I guess not, G's loss must have been tough. I guess the death of a loved one leaves a hole that can never be filled 

(Captain Constant sympathetically frowns and puts a consoling hand on Emily Fox's shoulder then turns to talk to an argumentative AJ. Emily Fox kneels 
down and looks straight into young H's eyes) 

Prof. E Fox He is a fool, only ever hears what he wants to hear! The fire of your father maybe out but the inferno lives on 

(Emily Fox smiles and winks at H then closes her eyes. A few moments later she opens them again and they are blazing pools of fire)

To Be Continued . . . in part 6
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